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Preface

About This Guide
This guide provides information about how to perform administrative tasks in RSA
Web Threat Detection. This guide describes tasks related to security, configuration,
system performance monitoring, resource monitoring, and troubleshooting. This guide
is intended for system administrators responsible for administrating Web Threat
Detection. Do not make this guide available to the general user population.

RSA Web Threat Detection Documentation

The RSA Web Threat Detection documentation set is comprised of the following
documents:

RSA Web Threat Detection Installation and Upgrade Guide

Provides information about system requirements, compatibility and support, and
how to install RSA Web Threat Detection.

RSA Web Threat Detection Product Overview Guide

Provides a high-level overview of Web Threat Detection, including system
architecture, components, key features and functionality.

RSA Web Threat Detection Release Notes

Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as well as
workarounds for known issues. It also includes the supported platforms and work
environments for platform certifications. The latest version of the Release Notes
is available on RSA SecurCare® Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

RSA Web Threat Detection Security Configuration Guide

Describes the security configuration settings, secure deployment and usage
settings, secure maintenance and physical security controls to ensure secure
operation of the product.

RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide

Provides information about how to administer Web Threat Detection once it has
been installed and configured. This guide is intended for users who make minor
configuration changes, monitor system performance and resources, update
security certificates, or troubleshoot system behavior.

RSA Web Threat Detection User Guide

Provides information about how to configure RSA Web Threat Detection, perform
administrative tasks such as creating and updating users and rules, and monitor
the traffic on your website using the Web Threat Detection dashboard.

Support and Service
RSA Link® https://community.rsa.com/welcome

RSA Web Threat Detection 6.4  System Administration Guide 7
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Customer Support
Information

https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-
support

RSA Ready Community https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA Link offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common questions and
solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, important
technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Ready Community provides information about third-party hardware and
software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The
community includes RSA Ready Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions
and other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party
products.

Before You Call Customer Support
Make sure that you have direct access to the computer running the software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

l Your RSA Customer/License ID

l The RSA Web Threat Detection software version number

l The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs

l The file system used on the machine on which the problem occurs.

Preface
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This guide is designed to help you administer RSA Web Threat Detection once it has
been installed and configured. This guide describes the tasks necessary to configure
Web Threat Detection, monitor system performance and resources, update security
certificates, and troubleshoot system behavior. This guide is intended for Web Threat
Detection system administrators.

Note

l The system administrator should not be confused with the Web Threat Detection
admin user role, used to create and manage users, rules, and reports. For more
information on Web Threat Detection admin user tasks, see the RSA Web Threat
Detection User Guide.

l Making changes to the configuration could break your Web Threat Detection
installation rendering it inoperative or ineffective. Many of the configuration items
presented in Configuration Manager should not be changed without consulting
RSA customer support.

l RSA Web Threat Detection Applications.............................................................10
l RSA Web Threat Detection Users....................................................................... 11
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RSA Web Threat Detection Applications
RSA Web Threat Detection includes several browser-based applications.

Application Description URL

Forensics
application

The main user interface that allows you to view, analyze, and
investigate website traffic.

https://<hostname>

Administration
application

The administration application for managing Web Threat
Detection users, rules, and alerts.

https://<hostname>/admin.html

Configuration
Manager

Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration file
editor in which you can make configuration changes,
configure your Web Threat Detection servers for optimal
performance, and push the changes to your production
environment.

Note

Making changes to the configuration could break your Web
Threat Detection implementation, rendering it inoperative or
ineffective. Many of the configuration items presented in
Configuration Manager should not be changed without
consulting RSA Customer Support or your assigned
Professional Services Technical Lead or Threat Analyst.

l https://<hostname>/config

l https://<hostname>/cui/index.html

Service Manager
(Scout)

The Service Manager application allows you to manage the
Web Threat Detection system services.

https://<hostname>:4448

System Manager The System Manager application allows you to manage
certificates, view transactions, and access system statistics.

https://<hostname>/system

Contact RSA Customer Support for user names and passwords to access these
interfaces.

Configuration Manager
Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration file editor.

Configuration Manager allows you to make changes to the configuration, describe the
changes, and save and push the changes. Configuration Manager provides the syntax,
a basic explanation, and examples for most configuration fields.

In a multi-tenancy environment, a global user with tenant management permissions
can make configuration changes either at a global level, to be inherited by all tenants,
or for a specific tenant.

Note

Making changes to the configuration could break your RSA Web Threat Detection
implementation, rendering it inoperative or ineffective. Many of the configuration
items presented in Configuration Manager should not be changed without consulting
Web Threat Detection customer support.

Introduction
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RSA Web Threat Detection Users
Depending on the tasks they will need to perform, you must create several types of
users with differing permissions.

To perform RSA Web Threat Detection system administrator tasks, users may need:

l Administrator user level access to the server on which Web Threat Detection runs.

l Administrator user level access to the Web Threat Detection user interfaces.

l Working knowledge of Unix commands such as ps or du. Some of the tasks
described may require editing crontab or writing small shell scripts.

l Access to other file systems (in order to retrieve files or SSL certificates or keys,
for example).

You will need to create users of the following types:

l RSA Web Threat Detection Analyst

l Web Threat Detection UI user

l Web Threat Detection Admin UI user

l Web Threat Detection System Manager administrator user

l Web Threat Detection Configuration Manager administrator user

l Operating System Silvertail account user

l Operating System root user

User Permissions
The following table describes the user permissions and the accessibility for each role.

Permission Description Access

Analysis and
Investigation

For threat analysts whose primary
role is to investigate and analyze
website activity.

Forensics application.

Rules Authoring
and Reporting

For the advanced user who creates
the rules that trigger alerts and
incidents. In addition, this user can
create reports, which are displayed
in the Forensics application.

In the Administration application,

l the Rules tab

l the Report Templates tab

l the Threat Groups tab

System
Configuration

For the system administrator who
can make configuration changes,
configure your Web Threat
Detection servers for optimal
performance, and push the changes
to your production environment.

l The Configuration Manager
application

l The System Manager
application

l The Service Manager
application (Scout).

Tenant
Management

For the user who administrates a
multi-tenant environment.

Permission to add and delete
tenants in the Administration
application in multi-tenant
deployments.

Introduction
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Permission Description Access

If you are global user with tenant
management and user management
and/or rules authoring and reporting

permissions, the View Tenant field
in the Administration application
allows you to select either the global
view or any of the tenants for which
you have permissions.

User
Management

For the user who manages other
users.

The Users tab in the Administration
application.

Introduction
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CHAPTER 2

Configuration Manager Safe Mode

Safe mode allows you to return to your last known good configuration if an error
occurs in the in the process of configuring Web Threat Detection. This section
describes how to create the configuration file that will be used in safe mode and how
to restore your configuration.

Safe Mode and Upgrades
Because configuration files may become invalid upon upgrades, you will be required to
create a new safe-mode configuration file after upgrading.

l Save the Safe Mode Configuration File...............................................................14
l Work in Safe Mode............................................................................................. 14
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Save the Safe Mode Configuration File
You can create a configuration file that will represent the last known good
configuration to be used in safe mode.

When you save a configuration file, the UIServer configuration file that is currently in
use and is pushed live is saved as the safe-mode configuration file. You can update this
configuration file any number of times; however, only the latest file is saved as the
back-up file. Saving a configuration file overwrites all previous versions.

Note

You are required to create a new safe-mode configuration file after upgrading,
because configuration files may become invalid upon upgrade.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manger, and click Save Safe Mode Config at the top of
the Home page.

2. In the Backup UIServer Config page, click OK.

Results

The UIServer configuration file that is currently in use and is pushed live is saved as
the safe-mode configuration file.

Note

If you save an invalid configuration file as your safe-mode backup file, the system
cannot be recovered in safe-mode.

Work in Safe Mode
When using safe mode, you replace the existing configuration file with the safe mode
configuration file. After making configuration changes in Configuration Manager, you
can exit safe mode by pushing the configuration.

Procedure

1. Access the Service Manager safemode page using your Service Manager
credentials. Go to https://<hostname>:4448/safemode

2. Click OK to replace the current UI Server configuration file with the safemode
file and restart the UI Server using the safemode configuration file.

The safe mode configuration is restored.

3. Go to Configuration Manager at https://<hostname>/config.

4. Make the desired configuration changes.

5. Turn off safe mode by pushing the configuration.

Configuration Manager Safe Mode
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CHAPTER 3

Certificate Management

There are three methods of key encryption:

No encryption

Keys copied over to the server using the file system are not encrypted, but are
available for management in the Certificate Management Interface (CMI).

Software encryption

Keys imported via the CMI are automatically encrypted using PKCS8 format.

Hardware encryption

Keys imported via the Hardware Security Module (HSM) are encrypted as per the
module. Hardware encrypted keys are visible, but cannot be managed in the CMI.

You can manage RSA Web Threat Detection SSL certifications using:

l the Hardware Security Module (HSM)

l the command line using a python script

l the System Manger application

l Web Traffic Encryption...................................................................................... 16
l Encryption of Data within the RSA Web Threat Detection System.................... 25
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Web Traffic Encryption

Managing Certificates Using the Hardware Security Module (HSM Card)
A Hardware Security Module (HSM) is a hardware device that can store X.509
certificates and keys and provides controlled access to those objects. The basic
process for getting started with an HSM is outlined here.

Before you begin

RSA Web Threat Detection currently supports the Thales nShield Solo PCIe 6000
HSM PCI card and NetHSM appliance

Certificates managed via the HSM can be viewed in the Certificate Management
Interface (CMI), but cannot be managed there.

Procedure

1. Install the HSM card and driver (as per the HSM vendor’s instructions) and
Web Threat Detection Systems software on a server.

2. Install the OpenSSL Engine Files on page 16.

3. Copy the certificate and key files (or one .pem file) onto the server running
SilverTap using SCP or some other file transfer method. This step is only
required if you are importing keys/certs to the HSM.

4. Generate and import the private keys. For more information, see Generating
and Importing Private Keys on page 17.

5. Configure SilverTap to Support the HSM on page 18.

6. Delete the original private key from the SilverTap server. This step is only
required if you are importing keys/certs to the HSM.

Install the OpenSSL Engine Files

l
Note

These instructions are specific to openssl engine and thales card.

l
Note

All commands must be run as root.

Procedure

1. On the Thales installation CD, go to the libc6_3/amd64/nfast/ directory,
and copy user.tar and gnupg.tar to the host machine.

2. Install the new files on the host.

cd / 
tar xf /tmp/user.tar 
tar xf /tmp/gnupg.tar

Certificate Management
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3. Add path to libnfhwcrhk.so to the ld search path.

echo /opt/nfast/toolkits/hwcrhk/ > /etc/ld.so.conf.d/
silvertail-openssl-x86_64.conf 
ldconfig

4. Verify that the new library is in the ld search path.

ldconfig -p | grep nfhwcrhk

5. Verify that the chil engine is available for openssl.

# openssl engine -vv -c -tt chil 
(chil) CHIL hardware engine support 
[RSA, DH, RAND] 
                            [ available ] 
                            SO_PATH: Specifies the path to 
the 'hwcrhk' shared library 
                            FORK_CHECK: Turns fork() checking 
on (non-zero) or off (zero) 
                            THREAD_LOCKING: Turns thread-safe 
locking on (zero) or off (non-zero)

Note

If the engine is not correctly configured, the output of the “openssl engine”
command above may show “[ unavailble ]”.

6. Instruct the nfast driver to run in multithreaded mode using the /opt/
nfast/cknfastrc initialization file.

echo CKNFAST_USE_THREAD_UPCALLS=1 > /opt/nfast/cknfastrc
reboot

Generating and Importing Private Keys
SilverTap must be configured with the filenames of the “embedded” private keys.
These embedded files can be created with the “generatekey” (provided by Thales)
utility from /opt/nfast/bin. The embed argument must be given to this utility at
the command line.

The -i argument is used to import an existing key (from a file on the host).
Alternatively, the -g argument is used to generate a new private key on the HSM.

In the example import session below, you can see a line where it asks about the
protection method:

protect: Protected by? (token, module) [token] > module

For systems with a properly configured NetHSM, this line will not appear, it will always
choose to use the NetHSM module. For systems with internal PCI cards, the default
option will be token but you will want to override this and choose module.

Certificate Management
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On import, the utility prompts for the (input) filename of the actual private key to be
imported to the HSM, as well as the (output) filename for the embedded form of the
imported key. The “Key name” is a user-friendly string that is not used in the RSA
Web Threat Detection configuration. Here is an example key import session:

root:/opt/nfast/bin$ ./generatekey -i embed
protect: Protected by? (token, module) [token] > module
pemreadfile: PEM file containing RSA key? []
> /etc/keys/example.com.key
embedsavefile: Filename to write key to? []
> /etc/keys/example.com_embed.key
plainname: Key name? [] > example.com_embed
nvram: Blob in NVRAM (needs ACS)? (yes/no) [no] >
key generation parameters:
        operation             Operation to perform                 
import
        application     
Application                                                     
embed
        verify                         Verify security of 
key         yes
        type                                 Key 
type                                                                
 RSA
        pemreadfile     PEM file containing RSA key /etc/keys/
example.com.key
        embedsavefile Filename to write key to /etc/keys/
example.com_embed.key
        plainname             Key 
name                                                                
 example.com_embed
        nvram                             Blob in NVRAM (needs ACS) 
no
Key successfully imported.
Path to key: 
/opt/nfast/example.com/local/
key_embed_380aa8890c71a7c124b4ed026406c0a

root:/opt/nfast/bin$ cat /etc/keys/example.com_embed.key

-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
MIIC5wIBAAKCAQEAxRqg51zxTeMPzoXgYiZ66HbULSjoWLQ93wcEZVPqVTszfGbX
[ ... ]
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

Configure SilverTap to Support the HSM
To configure SilverTap to use keys on the HSM, the persistence type selector must be
changed to hsm and the default OpenSSL engine name must be set to chil.

Procedure

1. Log into Configuration Manager, and click Silvertap.

2. Click Edit.

3. In the TLS section, under persistence, click Add.

4. From the persistence subtype menu, select hsm.

5. In the engineName field, enter chil.

Certificate Management
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Note

Regular private key files (i.e., private keys not stored on the HSM) will still be
active and supported. Use the Certificate Management Interface to manage
private keys.

6. In order to use the private keys on the HSM, the embedded versions of the key
files must be configured, either by configuring them explicitly in an x509
section in the SilverTap configuration or by placing the embedded file(s) in the
directory specified in the x509Dir configuration.

Note

The corresponding cert files must be configured for use with the embedded
private key files as in the example above.

7. After all the keys for all the certificates on the HSM have been configured, click
Save.

Results

RSA Web Threat Detection is now be able to access keys stored on the HSM.

Removing Keys from the HSM
You can use the ksafe utility provided by Thales to delete expired or unwanted keys
from the HSM.

Certificates with Duplicate Names

If a certificate with the same filename exists in both the x509 section and the x509dir
section of the configuration, then the following rules will apply:

1. If the filenames are the same but the fingerprints are different:

- The cert in the x509dir section is loaded into Silver Tap.

2. If the filenames and fingerprints are identical:

- Only one cert is loaded into Silver Tap and that will be the one from x509dir.

Deletion of certs via Certificate Manager Interface (CMI):

- The CMI displays certs specified in the x509 section and the ones specified in the
x509dir section of the config.

- The CMI can only delete the certs present in the x509dir section.

In cases (1) and (2) above, you *can* delete the cert, but it will 'reappear' when Silver
Tap is restarted (and the same-named cert from the x509 section is loaded).

Managing Certificates in the Certificate Management Interface (CMI)
RSA Web Threat Detection SilverTap depends on access to web traffic in order to
help detect and prevent fraud. Due to the fact that most web traffic is encrypted and
SilverTap accesses web traffic before it is decrypted, each SilverTap installation
requires access to the site’s digital certificates for decrypting in order to analyze the
traffic. It is important that as much traffic as possible is decrypted so that Web Threat
Detection products can analyze a more complete set of web transactions.

The Certificate Management Interface (CMI) shows information for the digital
certificates for your site. You can use it to ensure that as much of your site’s traffic is

Certificate Management
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decrypted as possible. Using the CMI, you can add and delete certificates, see which
certificates are expired or will be expiring soon, find out which certificates are missing,
and export the information in comma separated value (CSV) format.

If you have multiple SilverTaps, the SilverTap pull-down menu allows you to select
which SilverTap's certificate information you want to see. You can also select the All
option to see the certificates for all of your SilverTaps.

Note

You cannot add or delete certificates unless you have selected the All option in the
SilverTap pull-down menu.

The Certificates and Request Statues section contains information about
certificates and request statuses for your selected SilverTap, including successful and
unsuccessful decryption attempts and unused certificates.

In the Installed Certificates section, you can see the status for each certificate. The
possible values for status are:

l Working

l Working, expiring soon (certificates with an expiration date within 30 days)

l Unused (certificates that SilverTap has not yet needed to decrypt web traffic)

l Expired

Certificate Management
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If a certificate remains in the "Unused” status, this indicates that the certificate is not
one used by the website.

The Missing Certificates table displays a list of certificates that have been
referenced by traffic but that do not exist on the system. RSA Web Threat Detection
cannot analyze the encrypted traffic that references the missing certificates.

The Certificate Management Interface (CMI) supports the following certificate
formats for single file certificates:

l .pem (Privacy Enhanced Mail)

l .p12

l (PKCS#12)

l .pfx (PFX)

The Certificate Management Interface (CMI) supports the following certificate
formats for multiple file certificates:

l .crt

l .key

Add a Certificate

You may want to add additional certificates when:

l a certificate expires

l new certificates become available

l you find missing certificates

l new sites are added

Procedure

1. If you have multiple SilverTaps in your environment, select All from the
SilverTap pull-down menu at the top of the page.

Note

You cannot add or delete certificates unless you have selected the All option in
the SilverTap pull-down menu.

2. Click the Add... button.

The Add Certificate page is displayed.

3. Enter a name for the certificate.

4. Select the CRT and KEY files for the certificate and click Upload. Enter the
passphrase if prompted.

5. Click Done.

Note

You can return to the main certificates page without adding a certificate by
clicking Done prior to finishing the form.

Certificate Management
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Delete a Certificate
You can remove an expired or mistakenly added certificate from a Silvertap.

Procedure

1. If you have multiple Silvertaps, select All from the SilverTap drop-down menu
at the top of the page.

Note

You cannot add or delete certificates unless you have selected the All option in
the SilverTap pull-down menu.

2. Click the Delete button.

A row of delete buttons is added to the certificates table.

3. Click the x in the corresponding row to delete a certificate.

4. Click Yes to delete the certificate.

Note

You can click Done to return to the certificate listing at any point before you
confirm deleting the certificate.

CMI Notes and Troubleshooting

New Certs should be seen in the CMI Immediately

When a new certificate/key is imported by a given tap host, the .crt and .key
files are written to disk on that host immediately. A re-sync is triggered to the
affected tap host(s), so that SilverTap automatically reloads its keys/certs (and
picks up the newly added key/cert). Thus, the new cert should be seen in the CUI
as soon as it refreshes its display (which can be triggered by pressing the
Refresh button manually).

Working Certificate also Showing in Missing Certificates

If you have a working certificate that is also showing up in the Missing
Certificates list, the issue could be that the certificate in question is not loaded
on all of the taps. Individually select each SilverTap in the listing and confirm that
the certificate list is the same for each. You can manually copy any missing
certificate to any necessary taps.

Adding Certificates to Taps Via the Command Line

The add_cert_to_tap.py script is a Python script that can be run from the Unix
shell on a Linux host that has the RSA Web Threat Detection enterprise RPM installed
and is configured to run the Configuration Manager service. The script adds a single
certificate and private key to a particular host configured to run the SilverTap service,
or to all hosts in a site. The script performs the import of the certificate and key using
the same API as used by the Web Threat Detection Web-based CMI (the Certificate
Management Interface), so the imported private keys are stored in encrypted form on
each host and can then be managed via the CMI.

Certificate Management
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Installation

The add_cert_to_tap.py script should be included in the bin directory of the
Silvertail package installation, typically /var/opt/silvertail/bin. The script
should have execute file permissions set.

Running the Script

You can run the add_cert_to_tap.py script as either the “root” user or as the
“silvertail” user. If the “silvertail” user runs the script, you must first make sure that
the PYTHONPATH environment variable is set as follows:

$ export PYTHONPATH=/var/opt/silvertail/lib/python.zip

This PYTHONPATH environment variable is already set for the “root” user (in /etc/
profile.d/sts_python.sh).

Input Arguments

As with the Web-based CMI, the add_cert_to_tap.py script accepts these
certificate/key formats:

1. The PEM-format certificate and private key in separate files (e.g., foo.crt” and
“foo.key”); the private key may be plaintext or passphrase-encrypted. The
certificate file is specified with the -c cert_file argument, while the key file is
specified with the -k key_file argument.

2. The PEM-format certificate and private key in the same file (e.g., “foo.pem”); the
private key may be plaintext or passphrase-encrypted. The file is specified using
the -c file argument.

3. The certificate and private key are contained in a PKCS#12 file that is unencrypted
or encrypted with a passphrase (e.g., “foo.p12” or “bar.pfx”). The file is specified
with the -c file argument.

When a passphrase is needed to unencrypt the private key or unencrypt the PKCS#12
file, this passphrase must be provided to the add_cert_to_tap.py script (using the
-P passphrase argument).

A name must be given to the certificate/key to be imported using the -n name
argument. This name is used to save the .crt and .key file on the Tap host(s), and
this same name can be seen when this new certificate is displayed in the list shown by
the CMI.

If the -t host argument is given to the add_cert_to_tap.py script, the new
certificate/key will be pushed to the specified Tap host only.

Note

The <host> argument must be identical to the hostname as configured in the Site
page of Configuration Manager. If the -t host argument is omitted, the script will
push the new certificate/key to all Tap hosts in the site.

Script Output and Exit Status Value

When the script succeeds in importing the certificate/key, it will exit with status value
0 and output this message to stdout: “Successfully added cert to Tap.”
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When the import is unsuccessful, the script will exit with status value 1 and log
relevant error messages.

Errors and informative messages are logged by the add_cert_to_tap.py script
using the usual syslog format. These messages can be sent to the syslog daemon
using the -s argument, or they will be written to stderr (with the usual timestamps on
each message).

Usage Details
The --help output of the add_cert_to_tap.py script is shown below.

# ./add_cert_to_tap.py --help
Usage: add_cert_to_tap.py [options]

Silver Tail Cert Import utility version 4.6.0.1-1701-gfa93e87

Add a cert+key to a specific host running SilverTap.

Options:
            -h,                                             --help 
show this help message and exit
            -f CONF,                         --conf-file=CONF
                                                                    
            Universal configuration (XML) file
                                                                    
            [/var/opt/silvertail/etc/universal.conf]
            -u USERNAME,         --username=USERNAME
                                                                    
            Username of admin account [admin]
            -p PASSWORD,         --password=PASSWORD
                                                                    
            Password of admin account [silvertail]
            -n CERT_NAME,        --cert-name=CERT_NAME
                                                                    
            Name of new certificate (used as base filename for 
added key/cert)
            -c CERT_FILE,        --cert-file=CERT_FILE
                                                                    
            Filename of cert file (can contain key also)
            -k KEY_FILE,         --key-file=KEY_FILE
                                                                    
            Filename of key file
            -t TAP_HOST,         --tap-host=TAP_HOST
                                                                    
            Hostname of destination Tap host (same name as 
configured for Site)
            -P PASSPHRASE, --passphrase=PASSPHRASE
                                                                    
            Passphrase to decrypt private key or pkcs12 data
            -s,                                                 --
syslog                 
                                                                    
            Log to syslog instead of stderr

Usage Examples

Add a certificate and (unencrypted) private key in separate files to a Tap host named
“tap1”:

# ./add_cert_to_tap.py -n new_cert1 -c foo.crt -k foo.key -t tap1
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A certificate and encrypted private key are contained in a single file,
cert_and_key.pem. The passphrase to unencrypt the private key is “password” and
the new certificate/key is pushed to all Tap hosts in the site:

# ./add_cert_to_tap.py -n new_cert2 -c cert_and_key.pem -P password

Encryption of Data within the RSA Web Threat Detection
System

Set the Encryption Type for Transaction Log Files
Security certificates are used to encrypt the log files that contain transactions.
Configure the encryption type in Configuration Manger.

The default encryption type is RC4. This procedure describes how to change the
encryption type for transaction logs for all transactions starting from the time this
configuration change is pushed. A utility script to change the encryption type for
existing log files is included in the optional dependencies rpm in the installation
package. For more information on running this utility, see the Utility Scripts Appendix
in the RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Log Encryption, then Edit.

3. In the x509 section, in x509[0], enter the encryption type in the
encryptionMode field. You can enter either AES128-GCM or RC4.

RC4 is the default encryption type.

Note

If the encryptionMode is set to AES128-GCM, it cannot be changed back to
RC4.

4. Click Save.

Replace the Security Certificates for the Web Applications
Install security certificates trusted by your organization for use with the Forensics and
Administration applications.

During installation, a key pair is created and used to create a self-signed RSA Web
Threat Detection certificate. The self-signed certificate is not automatically trusted by
browsers, triggering SSL certificate errors. Generate and install a new, trusted SSL
certificate and private key for each host server to be used by the ScoutProxy and
SiteProxy, as applicable.
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Procedure

1. Create a new key, and then generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with
that key:

openssl genrsa -out HOSTNAME.key 2048
openssl req -new -key HOSTNAME.key -out HOSTNAME.csr

l When prompted for the state, use the full state name, such as "California".

l When prompted for the country, use the two letter country code, such as
"US".

l When prompted for the Common Name (CN), enter the resolvable FQDN of
the host.

2. Send the CSR to your preferred Certificate Signing Authority (CA), and request
the signed certificate be generated in PEM format (sometimes called "Apache"
or "OpenSSL" format).

3. Once the CSR has been signed by the CA, you will receive 2 files back - the
signed cert (.crt or .pem) and one or more intermediate certificates, often as a
"bundle". Merge the two files into a single file with the signed certificate first
(the .crt), followed by any intermediate certificates (or the "bundle").

4. Put the key generated above and the signed certificate/intermediates into
the /var/opt/silvertail/certs directory, overwriting the files already in
that directory that match the hostname on the system.

Note

If the certificate has a name other than the hostname, edit the /etc/nginx-
scoutproxy.conf and /etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf files with the
correct name.

Replace Self-Signed Security Certificates for Internal Components
Install security certificates trusted by your organization for data at rest and data in
motion within RSA Web Threat Detection.

During installation, a single generic system certificate and key named
silvertail.crt and silvertail.key are generated. These are copied to all host
servers and are used for various processes. Depending on the organization's security
policies, you can generate separate, trusted SSL certificate for each system
component.

Note

This step is mandatory in a multi-tenancy deployment.

Procedure

1. Save the previously existing silvertail.crt and silvertail.key files
with different names so that you can use them to decrypt historical data, if
necessary.
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2. Create a new key, and then generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with
that key:

openssl x509 -in silvertail.crt -x509toreq -signkey 
silvertail.key -out silvertail.csr

l When prompted for the state, use the full state name, such as "California".

l When prompted for the country, use the two letter country code, such as
"US".

3. Send the CSR to your preferred Certificate Signing Authority (CA), and request
the signed certificate be generated in PEM format (sometimes called "Apache"
or "OpenSSL" format).

4. Once the CSR has been signed by the CA, you will receive 2 files back - the
signed cert (.crt or .pem) and one or more intermediate certificates, often as a
"bundle". Merge the two files into a single file with the signed certificate first
(the .crt), followed by any intermediate certificates (or the "bundle").

If the certificates are delivered as a bundle in PEM encoded format, split the file
into individual certificates in separate files, each containing a single PEM
section with a beginning line ---BEGIN CERTIFICATE--- and an end line ---END
CERTIFICATE---.

5. In a multi-tenancy deployment, for each tenant, save the certificate and key
files using the name of the tenant server. For example, save silvertail.crt
as tenant1.crt and silvertail.key as tenant1.key.

6. For data at rest, add security certificate for the log files.

a. Log in to Configuration Manager, and click Log Encryption and then Edit.

b. To add a certificate/key pair, add an x509 entry for the certificate. In the
SYMBOLS, x509 section, click Add, and fill in the following parameters.

You can add multiple x509 entries. Enter all paths as symbols.

Parameter Description Sample Value

name Name of the security
certificate.

log-encryption

encryptionMethod Encryption method. Either
RC4, or AES128-GCM.

RC4

cert Path to the .crt file. /var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.crt
In a multi-tenancy
deployment, use the .crt
saved using the tenant name.

key Path to the .key file. /var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.key
In a multi-tenancy
deployment, use the .key
saved using the tenant name.

c. To add all of the certificates and keys located in a specific directory, add an
x509Dir. In the x509Dir section, click Add, and fill in the following
parameters.
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For each path, create a new SYMBOL and enter the path as a symbol.

Parameter Description Sample Value

path Path to the directory that contains all of
the certificates.

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/

salt Salt value for the hash. 18LMR9LMDF

7. For data in motion, for each system component, add a trusted intermediate and
root certificate pair in the tlsTrusted section of the component in
Configuration Manager.

a. In Configuration Manager, select the component, such as Mitigator,
SilverPlex, or STMS Client.

b. In the tls, tlsTrusted section, in the x509 section, click Add, and fill in the
following parameters.

You can add multiple x509 entries. For each path, create a new SYMBOL
and enter the path as a symbol.

Parameter Description Sample Value

name Name of the security
certificate.

log-encryption

encryptionMethod Encryption method. Either
RC4, or AES128-GCM.

RC4

cert Path to the .crt file. /var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.crt
In a multi-tenancy
deployment, use the .crt file
saved using the tenant name.

key Path to the .key file. /var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.key
In a multi-tenancy
deployment, use the .key file
saved using the tenant name.

Replace the Security Certificates for Cassandra SSL
While an encryption key is created during installation, the key is a self-signed RSA
Web Threat Detection key and is not recognized by the customer's system. When
integrating with Adaptive Authentication, you can generate and install security
certificates trusted by your organization for communication with Cassandra.

This step is optional, based on your organization's security policies.

Procedure

1. Create a new key, and then generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with
that key:

openssl pkcs12 -export -name silvertail -in silvertail.crt -inkey silvertail.key -out 
silvertail.p12 -password pass:silvertail
keytool -importkeystore -destkeystore silvertail.jks -srckeystore silvertail.p12 -
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srcstoretype pkcs12 -alias silvertail -srcstorepass silvertail -deststorepass 
silvertail 

l When prompted for the state, use the full state name, such as "California".

l When prompted for the country, use the two letter country code, such as
"US".

2. Send the CSR to your preferred Certificate Signing Authority (CA), and request
the signed certificate be generated in PEM format (sometimes called "Apache"
or "OpenSSL" format).

3. Once the CSR has been signed by the CA, you will receive 2 files back - the
signed cert (.crt or .pem) and one or more intermediate certificates, often as a
"bundle". Merge the two files into a single file with the signed certificate first
(the .crt), followed by any intermediate certificates (or the "bundle").

4. Put the key generated above and the signed certificate/intermediates into
the /var/opt/silvertail/certs directory.

5. Edit the following properties in the client_encryption_options section of
the /var/opt/silvertail/etc/cassandra/cassandra.yaml file:

Property Value Example Value

client_encryption_options.enabled true

client_encryption_options.keystore Location of a JKS containing the SSL
certificate

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.jks

client_encryption_options.keystore_password Password to JKS containing the SSL
certificate

silvertail

Replace the Security Certificates for Kafka SSL
While an encryption key is created during installation, the key is a self-signed RSA
Web Threat Detection key and is not recognized by the customer's system. When
integrating with Adaptive Authentication, you can generate and install security
certificates trusted by your organization for communication with the Kafka server.

This step is optional, based on your organization's security policies.

Procedure

1. Create a new key, and then generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with
that key:

openssl pkcs12 -export -name silvertail -in silvertail.crt -inkey silvertail.key -out 
silvertail.p12 -password pass:silvertail
keytool -importkeystore -destkeystore silvertail.jks -srckeystore silvertail.p12 -
srcstoretype pkcs12 -alias silvertail -srcstorepass silvertail -deststorepass 
silvertail 

l When prompted for the state, use the full state name, such as "California".

l When prompted for the country, use the two letter country code, such as
"US".
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2. Send the CSR to your preferred Certificate Signing Authority (CA), and request
the signed certificate be generated in PEM format (sometimes called "Apache"
or "OpenSSL" format).

3. Once the CSR has been signed by the CA, you will receive 2 files back - the
signed cert (.crt or .pem) and one or more intermediate certificates, often as a
"bundle". Merge the two files into a single file with the signed certificate first
(the .crt), followed by any intermediate certificates (or the "bundle").

4. Put the key generated above and the signed certificate/intermediates into
the /var/opt/silvertail/certs directory.

5. Edit the following properties in the Kafka server's config/
server.properties file:

Property Value Example Value

ssl.keystore.location Location of a JKS containing the
server certificate

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/silvertail.jks

ssl.keystore.password Password to JKS containing the
server certificate

silvertail

ssl.key.password Password for the private key for the
server certificate

silvertail

ssl.truststore.location Location of a JKS containing the
trusted CA certificate

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/silvertail.jks

ssl.truststore.password Password to JKS containing the
trusted CA certificate

silvertail
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CHAPTER 4

LDAP Authentication

When using LDAP with RSA Web Threat Detection, LDAP is used for authentication,
not authorization. A local Web Threat Detection user account is still required. Create
local users in the Admin application.

An LDAP implementation supports LDAP, LDAPS, and STARTTLS (step-up TLS) and
requires either Anonymous Bind or a “service” account with which to connect.

l LDAP Authentication Fields................................................................................32
l Configuring Authentication Sources...................................................................32
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LDAP Authentication Fields
Configure LDAP Authentication in Configuration Manager under LDAP
Authentication.

Field Value

url LDAP server in URL format. Enter ldaps:// for SSL, ldap:// for

non-SSL, or STARTTLS

basedn

tls Controls step-up TLS. Enter never unless doing STARTTLS (rare).

searchdn BindDN

password BindDN password

userattr sAMAccountName for AD

filter (objectClass=user) for AD

scope subtree for AD

Configuring Authentication Sources
You can configure authentication sources Configuration Manager under
Authentication > logins.

To configure authentication sources use the following guidelines:

l Use “st” for local database

l Use “ldap” for LDAP

l You can configure multiple sources. For example, “st,ldap” means to check the
local database, then LDAP.
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CHAPTER 5

Configuring the SilverTaps

The SilverTap is a high performance TCP traffic sniffer that is responsible for
gathering data from the span port, reassembling it to TCP streams, decrypting it for
SSL traffic and then extracting the HTTP data and saving the data as transactions.
Most installations will have multiple SilverTaps that publish to a common bus
(SilverPlex). SilverTap supports white listing, metadata transforms, scrubbing or
hashing, and SSL decryption. SilverTap can also be configured to extract specific
HTML response data that is normally dropped from the collected packets.

l Filter Traffic by Page Extension Type................................................................ 34
l Filter Traffic by Page Name............................................................................... 34
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Filter Traffic by Page Extension Type
To limit the amount of transactions, you can ensure that traffic from specific page
types are not processed or stored by Web Threat Detection. For example, Web Threat
Detection can exclude all .jpg files, so that these images will not be processed as
transactions.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Silvertap, and then click Edit.

3. In the ignoreExt section, next to ext, click Add.

4. Add an extension type to be ignored by Web Threat Detection. Traffic of that
extension type will not be saved as a transaction or stored by Web Threat
Detection.

5. Click Save.

Filter Traffic by Page Name
To limit the amount of transactions, you can ensure that traffic from specific pages is
not processed or stored by Web Threat Detection.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Silvertap, and then click Edit.

3. In the ignoreURI section, next to uriRegEx, click Add.

4. Enter a regular expression. A URI that matches this regular expression will not
be saved as a transaction or processed.

5. Click Save.
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CHAPTER 6

Configuring Attributes and Keys

The basic building blocks for writing rules are attributes and keys.

l Attributes...........................................................................................................36
l Keys...................................................................................................................40
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Attributes
Attributes can be used in threat scoring, user tracking, and rules.

The attribute defines a component of the HTTP transaction, or click. An attribute
parses a single transaction, allowing you to extract a value from the raw transaction
record from the web session.

In a multi-tenant environment, attributes can be configured per tenant. Both global
and tenant-specific attributes apply to the tenant transactions.

Examples of attributes can be:

l ip. The client IP address.

l agent. The user-agent string.

l host. The Host header.

l status. The HTTP response code.

l page. The URL that made the request.

Special characters within attributes must be escaped with the backslash character.
Special characters include ()[]+-=./\!@#$%^{}"':;?<>,~`. The ampersand (&) is the
delimiter character, therefore, ampersands within attributes must also be escaped.

The following diagram shows how an attribute is defined to parse the transaction data
and extract the information you need.

User Defined Attributes
In addition to the system-defined keys (user, IP, page), you can create user-defined
attributes based on anything in the http transaction. You can use functions on user-
defined attributes just as you can use them on regular attributes. Through additional
configuration, you can define an attribute based on anything else in the transaction
details.
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Note

Do not include quotes or a hyphen in the attribute id.

Extractors
In general, Web Threat Detection does not gather anything from the message body.
Extractors extract data from the body and stores them in ARGS, using regular
expressions. Extractors allow customers to extract data from the message body, such
as a transfer confirmation number, error messages, account balance, or shopping cart
contents.

Extractors run before request or response data is parsed, which means that data can
be extracted from the request, response, or both, regardless of the parsed and non-
parsed buffer sizes. The result appended to the transaction as a new line. Using
extractors, you can specify the STTX transaction type to be used for publishing the
extracted values.

Create an Extractor
Extractors are used to tell the SilverTap where to look for data in the body of the
transaction. Extractors can be configured to apply to particular URLs, content types,
and either the request or the response. You can configure multiple extractors for a
given SilverTap.

In a multi-tenant environment, extractors can be configured per tenant. Both global
and tenant-specific extractors apply to the tenant transactions.

Note

If there are multiple extractors configured with the same type, only the first matching
extractor for a given transaction is triggered.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Silvertap, and then click Edit.

3. Scroll to Extractor, and click Add.

4. Enter information for the extractor fields.

Extractor Fields

The following fields are used for extractors to parse data from the message body.

Field Value

id Unique name for this extractor (string). Used for overlays.

type Transaction message type in which to store the extracted value. By convention, any type beginning with
'X-' is safe to use, as they are reserved for extracted attributed.

name Required. Transaction attribute name in which to store the extracted value. Names must be unique
within a type. If multiple extractors produce a non-empty value for the same (type, name) pair, then all
but the first one will be ignored.

urlRegEx Optional. Regular expression that specifies the URL. If the URL matches the regular expression, this
extractor will be used. If undefined (set to an empty string), the extractor is considered for all content
types.
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Field Value

contentTypeRegEx Regular expression that specifies the content types for this extractor. If undefined (set to an empty
string), the extractor is considered for all content types.

direction Specify whether the selector is for the HTTP request or response.

examineAllStatus If selected, the HTTP response status code will be ignored. If not selected, then only HTTP responses

with status code 200 are processed. If you selected response for direction, select to examine any
status. By default, if there is an error status, the response is ignored.

extractionMethod Method for extracting the data for the transaction.

RegExSearch Use a regular expression to extract transaction data from the message body.

bodyRegEx Regular expression to apply to the message body. Use Perl Regular
Expression Syntax.

valueFormat Format string that describes the value of the extracted attribute in
terms of the regular expression specified in the bodyRegEx.

XPathSearch Use an XPath Search to extract transaction data from a JSON message.

XPath XPath string to use to extract data from the JSON. For more
information about XPath format, see Xpath Syntax on page 46.

Define an Attribute Whose Value is Derived from Another Attribute
You can define an attribute that will derive the value from another, already existing,
atomic attribute.

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager, click on Schema, then Edit.

2. In the attribute section, click Add.

3. Scroll down to the new empty attribute at the bottom of the attribute section.

4. Fill in the following fields for the new attribute, then Save.

Parameter Value

id Name of the attribute

[type] Select atomic.

class Not applicable. The class is derived from the original attribute.

type Not applicable. The type is derived from the original attribute.

derivedFromOtherAtomicAttri
bute

Select to derive the value from another existing atomic
attribute.

name The name of the attribute whose value is being used in this
attribute.

Note

The attribute from which you are going to derive the value must also be an
atomic attribute and must exist before you create this attribute.
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Dynamically Change Regular Expressions(regEx) in Matcher Attributes

You can define an atomic attribute with a type of matcher and use regular
expressions (regEx) to evaluate the attribute. If the result of the regex is true, the
attribute is assigned the value configured in the 'yes' section; if the result is false, the
attribute is assigned the value configured in the 'no' section. Using the
AttributePlaceHolder parameter, you can define an atomic attribute that uses a
placeholder for a value that is derived from another existing atomic attribute. The
value is then included in the regex.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manger, click Schema, and then Edit.

2. Scroll to the relevant matcher attribute or create a new one, and click Add in
the AttributePlaceHolder section.

3. Fill in the fields for the attribute placeholder as follows:

Parameter Description

id The id of the attribute whose value will be used in the regex.

placeholder The placeholder to be used in the regex that will be substituted with
the attribute value.
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Keys
Keys aggregate attribute values.

In rules, a key provides the values for things such as the following:

l ip.hits('total') – referencing key ip: how many transactions has this IP address
shown up on?

l user.hits('viewitem') – referencing key user: how many times has this user hit
page viewitem?

l page.uniq('ip') – referencing key page: how many different IP addresses have hit
the current page?

A key enables us to answer questions such as:

l “How many times has this user hit this page?”

l “How many times has this page been hit in total?”

l “How many different users have been seen on this IP address?”

Creating New Keys
Your RSA Web Threat Detection product is pre-configured with a set of default keys.
In the vast majority of cases, these keys provide access to all of the information you
need to write effective rules.
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You may find that you require some additional information that is not already present
in the rule writing interface. In some rare cases you may want to create a key in order
to access that additional information. For example, if fraudsters attacking your
website use a constantly changing combination of IPs and email addresses, focusing
on a known set of mailing addresses. You may try extending rules beyond User or IP
tracking by making keys out of various addresses, such as shipping address or billing
address.

Note

A key maintains a running record of every unique value seen for a particular attribute,
which can potentially use a large amount of storage. Adding more keys to the
configuration may cause a drop in performance. There is a limit of 32 keys. Consult
your RSA Web Threat Detection representative if you are considering adding a key.

Sample Key

<key name="userInfo" id="user">
<val id="ip" />
<val id="page" />
<val id="agent" />
</key>

The above code defines a key called userInfo which is based on the attribute user,
taken from the ID. The val definitions determine that for: for each user found, keep
track of the IP addresses used (val id=”ip”), the different pages the user hit (val
id=”page”), and the different agents seen (val id=”agent”).

How much RAM resource this key will take reflects the nature of the web service. A
site with numerous different page names with millions of users is going to create in-
memory data structures mapping each user to their pages, IP addresses and agents.
The memory cost to support that will reflect the site design and usage patterns and
unique traffic (especially the number of unique users and IP addresses). The resource
cost for additional keys rises sharply as more val definitions are added.
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CHAPTER 7

JSON and JSON Web Token (JWT)
Transactions

In order to view traffic from mobile devices that use JSON and traffic that uses JSON
Web Tokens (JWT), the RSA Web Threat Detection application can be configured to
use selectors or extractors to extract the transaction data. Attributes created based
on the extracted JSON or JWT data can then be used in rules the same way attributes
are used in all other transactions.

If you do not configure selectors or extractors, the JSON or JWT data is placed in a
RAWARGS line of the transaction. The data is not scrubbed, and is truncated.
RAWARGS data is not used in Web Threat Detection scoring and analysis.

For information on configuring extractors for JSON messages, see Extractors on page
37.

l Create a Selector............................................................................................... 44
l Configure Data Scrubbing..................................................................................45
l Add a J-Class Attribute to the Schema.............................................................. 48
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Create a Selector
Selectors are used to tell the SilverTap where to look for the JSON or JWT data.
Selectors can be configured to apply to particular URLs, content types, and either the
request or the response. You can configure multiple selectors for a given SilverTap.

In a multi-tenant environment, selectors can be configured per tenant. Both global and
tenant-specific selectors apply to the tenant transactions.

Note

If there are multiple selectors configured with the same type, only the first matching
selector for a given transaction is triggered.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Silvertap, and then click Edit.

3. Scroll to Selector, and click Add.

4. Enter information for the selector fields.

Selector Fields
The following selector fields are used for selectors for JSON parsing and transactions
that use JWT.

Field Value

id Name for this selector (string). SilverTap does not use this name, but
you’ll need to be able to identify the selector, so make sure the name is
meaningful to you.

expectedDataFormat Specifies the format.

l Enter JSON to extract data from mobile transactions that use

JSON.

l Enter jwtTokenHeader to extract the JSON of the JWT Header

from the token.

l jwtTokenPayload to extract the JSON of the JWT Payload from

the token.

httpMessagePart Add the httpMessagePart that specifies the part of the HTTP request
or response from which to get the data. The default value is body.
The httpMessagePart field and the header name are only included in
the Silvertap page of Configuration Manager if you select header. If the
default is used, the httpMessagePart is not included in the Silvertap
page of Configuration Manager or of the conf file.

headerName Required. Name of the HTTP header from which to extract the data.

type Type name for the transaction line. This type will appear when you view
JSON data in the clickstream. The type name must be a non-empty
string without spaces.
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Field Value

urlRegEx Regular expression that specifies the URLs the selector will apply to. If
undefined (set to an empty string), the selector is considered for all
requests.

contentTypeRegEx Regular expression that specifies the content types that the selector
will apply to. If undefined (set to an empty string), the selector is
considered for all content types.

direction Specify whether the selector is for the HTTP request or response.

examineAllStatus If you selected response for direction, select to examine any status.
By default, if there is an error status, the response is ignored.

parsedValueScrub Xpath expression for the values you want to scrub. For more
information, see Configure Data Scrubbing on page 45.

maxSelectedBytes Number of message body bytes to include before the message is
truncated. Use this setting to prevent any performance impact from
large amounts of data. The default value is 8192k.

Configure Data Scrubbing
Configure data scrubbing to control what JSON and JWT data to include in the
transaction data.

Data scrubbing settings enables the Web Threat Detection application to scrub some
data and exempt other sections from scrubbing. Scrubbing settings can be configured
separately for each SilverTap selector. Web Threat Detection uses a simplified version
of Xpath notation. For details, see Xpath Syntax.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click SilverTap, then Edit.

3. In the Selectors section, edit the following fields in the parsedValueScrub
section:

Note

SHA1 is used for scrubbing with the parsedValueScrub configuration.

Field Value

path The Xpath expression that specifies elements whose values should be
scrubbed. You can add multiple paths. Note that the order of paths you
enter is important. The first path that matches will be scrubbed.

nibs Number of half-bytes to which the hash size should be reduced.

salt An optional hex string to add to the hash.

allowPath The Xpath expression that specifies elements whose values should be
exempted from scrubbing. You can add multiple paths.
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Xpath Syntax
Use Xpath expressions to scrub data or to create a J-Class attribute.

An Xpath expression is a pattern specifying what name strings must be present in an
Xpath name. The Xpath expression syntax supported for RSA Web Threat Detection is
a simplified subset of the Xpath notation defined for use with XML and recommended
by W3C. The simplified syntax is designed to be customer-friendly and applicable to
JSON and XML.

Xpath Names

Each element in a JSON structure can be assigned an Xpath name, with the name
constructed as follows:

l The name starts with “/” representing the root of the JSON structure.

l The field name at a given level of the object hierarchy is added to the Xpath name.

l A “/” is added to the name for any object that is a child node of the previous node.

l Fields of array valued elements have item[N]/ appended to the element Xpath
name where “N” is the child element’s index in the array (starting with 1 as the
first element).

For example, let’s say you have the following JSON object:

{
"version" : 3,
"name" : "Fred Jones",
"info":
{
"hair color" : "brown",
"pets" :
[
"Eddy the Walrus",
{
"type" : "cat",
"name" : "fluffy"
},
{
"type" : "dog",
"name" : "rex"
}
],
"living" : true
}
}

The object has the following elements, each listed with its Xpath name and value:

Xpath Name Value

"/version" 3

"/name" "Fred Jones"

"/info/hair color" "brown"

"/info/pets/item[1]" "Eddy the Walrus"

"/info/pets/item[2]/type" "cat"
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Xpath Name Value

"/info/pets/item[2]/name" "fluffy"

"/info/pets/item[3]/type" "dog"

"/info/pets/item[3]/name" "rex"

"/info/living" true

Using Xpath Expressions

An Xpath expression is a pattern specifying what name strings must be present in an
Xpath name. Xpath expressions can require that a name occur at a specific level in an
Xpath name or that the name occur at any level. A given Xpath expression may match
any number of Xpath names; thus, there may be zero, one, or many nodes in a JSON
object that have names matching a particular Xpath expression.

Sample XPath Expressions
The following examples demonstrate the syntax for Xpath expressions.

Xpath Expression Syntax

Node Names and Locations l "/foo" matches nodes named "foo" in the
root node.

l "foo" matches nodes named "foo"
anywhere in the tree.

l "//foo" is a synonym for "foo".

l "/foo/bar" matches nodes named "bar" in
the node named "foo" in the root node.

l "foo/bar" matches nodes named "bar" in
nodes named "foo" anywhere in the tree.

l "foo//bar" matches nodes named "bar" in
any descendant node of any node named
"foo".

Arrays l "foo/item[n]/bar" matches nodes named
"bar" that are the nth array element of
"foo", where n must be greater than or
equal to 1.

l "/foo/item[2]" matches all nodes in the
second array item of the array "/foo"

l "/item[3]/foo” matches the “foo” node
within the third array item of a JSON
array (such as

"[ {"first":"array_element"},
"blah", { "foo":"bar" },
2.556 ]"

Wildcards l "*" matches all nodes
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Xpath Expression Syntax

l "/foo/*" matches all nodes in the node
named “foo” in the root node

l "foo/item[*]/bar" matches nodes named
"bar" that are array elements of "foo"

Escaped Characters l The following characters must be escaped
with a backslash: / \ [ ]. For example:

n "/foo/name with back \\ slash/"

n "/foo/name with forward \/ slash/"

n "/foo/name with \[brackets\] in it/"

l If the actual name of a node is "*", that
should be distinguished from the all
matching wildcard by escaping it with a
backslash: "/next name is just an
asterisk/\*/wow"

Unsupported Syntax l The "../" operator for traversing up/back
a level is not supported.

Invalid: "/foo/bar/../baz"

l Regular expressions or strings + * are not
supported.

Invalid: "/foo/bar*/baz" (the asterisk is
considered part of the name "bar*")

l Predicate functions for selecting nodes
(defined in the Xpath spec) are not
supported

Invalid: "/foo/item[last()]"

Invalid: "/foo/item[typeCode="XFER"]"

Add a J-Class Attribute to the Schema
Once you add the selectors and configure scrubbing, add the J-class attribute for
each JSON or JWT element you want to include.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click Schema, and Edit.

3. Add an attribute for the JSON elements you want to include. Note that the
attribute is assigned the value of the first JSON element whose Xpath name
matches the specified Xpath expression.

4. In the name field, enter the Xpath expression for the element you want to
include. For more information, see Xpath Syntax on page 46.

5. In the class field, enter J.

For example, if you created a Jclass attribute:
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name: /customerInfo/userID
, you can then write a rule for that userID:

juserid.exists() && juserid == ‘John Doe’
.
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CHAPTER 8

Data Streaming

RSA Web Threat Detection extracts key information from your site traffic into
transactions that are then used to perform real-time analysis. The Data Stream
feature exposes these transactions and the associated analytics data to allow near-
real-time integration with other security, fraud, or data warehouse applications. The
data stream includes transactions and associated scores, allowing you to access
scores as soon as they are calculated.

There are two methods of Data Streaming:

Kafka Messaging Server

Apache Kafka™ is a distributed streaming platform that sends transaction data to
the Action Server. The Kafka Consumer Tool, included in the installation package,
allows you to extract transaction data from the Kafka server.

RabbitMQ

To stream the data from Web Threat Detection via RabbitMQ, MqBridge is used
to convert the transaction data into a JSON format, which is then streamed via
Rabbit MQ broker to your subscribers.

l Data Streaming Output...................................................................................... 52
l Kafka Consumer Tool.........................................................................................60
l Configure Data Streaming with RabbitMQ.........................................................60
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Data Streaming Output
The output from data streaming includes the contents of the transaction data in JSON
format.

A transaction can contain, but is not limited to, the following content:

l Transaction Timestamp

l Client IP address

l HTTP request parameters

n HTTP method

n URL requested

n Server IP address & port

n Client port

l Tenant ID (set by SilverTap)

l HTTP headers

Note

Data streaming truncates any headers containing certain characters, such as = or
$. In headers such as the accept-language header, which commonly includes
the equals symbol, the data is truncated at the first instance of the symbol.

l HTTP cookies

n HTTP URL encoded args (from the query line for GET and from the request
body for POST) .

l HTTP response code

l TCP, TLS and HTTP transport attributes – meta information from those transport
layers.

l User ID

l HTTP JSON encoded payload

Note

The JSON format used in data streaming converts numeric values to strings. If you
need numeric values, you will have to convert the JSON output to numeric values.

l Non-URL encoded and non-JSON payload will be published as RAWARGS
(truncated to a specified amount).

l Attributes extracted from HTTP payload by SilverTap (configured using SilverTap
Extractors).

l RSA Web Threat Detection Events (activities that occur in your clickstream, such
as a change in IP address, change in referrer status, change in user agents, change
in external domain, or a login.)

l Raw, unscaled scoring information

Example 1  Data Streaming Output Example
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Example 1  Data Streaming Output Example (continued)

The following is an example of the data streaming JSON output:

{
“STTX” : {
"ip" : "12.37.65.220",
"mqJsonVersion" : "1",
"sttxVersion" : "3",
"tsMillis" : "1394499673000“,
“HEADERS” : { [] },
“REQUEST” : { }
}
}

Transaction JSON Format

The STTX Document Information section contains information about the JSON
document.

Field Format Description

tsMillis numeric Timestamp indicating when the JSON was created

ip IPv4 or IPv6 Client IP

sttxVersion numeric Version of the JSON document.

mqJsonVersion numeric Constant value of 1

The Incidents section contains real time incident information.

Field Format Description

name string Name of the rule that was triggered to generate the
incident

details string Incident details based on the rule configuration

priority numeric Priority of the incident

source numeric Source of the incident. For example, global, tenant,
report_builder

The PTHRTS section contains attributes to access the score values for this threat
domain (sleuthRtScoreAttributes).

Field Format Description

cmim numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-middle score for the user domain

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

cvel numeric (1-100) Client velocity score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score

cbeh numeric (1-100) Client behavior score

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score
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Field Format Description

cmib numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-browser score

The UserReferrerStatus section contains HTTP referrer information.

Field Format Description

val numeric Status code

details string Status code details

The Alert section contains alert information.

Field Format Description

ruleName string Name of the rule that was triggered to generate the
alert

badAttrValue string Used in alerts created by some rules.

badAttr string Transaction translated into string format. Used in alerts
created by some rules.

actionHandler string BAL / Ticket (OTRS) / Export(data cash) /
Transaction Monitoring

The PTANMLY section includes page anomaly score information.

Field Format Description

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score

clickTime numeric The amount of time it took to move from one page to
another by click

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score

The UTANMLY section includes user anomaly score information.

Field Format Description

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score

The RSPHEADERS section includes information about the HTTP response headers.

Field Format Description

content-length numeric Size of the entity-body sent to the recipient, in decimal
number of octets

The IPSessionStartTime section includes the time the IP session started.
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Field Format Description

val numeric Time the IP session started, in milliseconds

The Status section includes information about the session status.

Field Format Description

val numeric Web server response code

The AUTOTUNE section includes the name of a threat score report that the
ReportBuilder write every our. You can load the report with the scores..

Field Format Description

userbeh numeric (1-100) User's Behavior risk score

usermib numeric (1-100) User's Man-in-the-Browser risk score

ipbeh numeric (1-100) IP's Behavior risk score

ipmib numeric (1-100) IP's Man-in-the-Browser risk score

uservel numeric (1-100) User's Velocity score

ipvel numeric (1-100) IP's Velocity score

pagebeh numeric (1-100) Page's Behavior risk score

pagemib numeric (1-100) Page's Man-in-the-Browser risk score

ipmal numeric (1-100) Malware score by IP

pagemal numeric (1-100) Malware score by page

pagevel numeric (1-100) Page's Velocity score

param numeric (1-100) Parameter score

ipmim numeric (1-100) IP's Man-in-the-Middle risk score

usermal numeric (1-100) Malware score by User

pagemim numeric (1-100) Page's Man-in-the-Middle risk score

ippagefreq numeric (1-100) Page's frequency score by IP

usermim numeric (1-100) User's Man-in-the-Middle risk score

The IPReferrerStatus section contains HTTP referrer information.

Field Format Description

val numeric Status code

details string Status code details

The HEADERS section contains a list of all headers in the HTTP transaction.

Field Format Description

name string Name of each header (e.g. accept-length, content-
length)

value string Value of each header

Below is a list of commonly included header information in the HTTP transaction.
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Field Format Description

host string Hostname of Web server

connection string The connection type of http (for example, protocol)

user-agent string The user-agent string.

referer string HTTP header field that identifies the address of the
previous webpage

accept-encoding string The type of the header

accept-language string The type of the header

The SETCOOKIE section contains a list of the name value pairs of cookies. If more
than one cookie is present, there are multiple name value pairs.

Field Format Description

name string Cookie name

value string Cookie value

The User Periodicity Score section contains information about User Periodicity
Score

Field Format Description

score numeric score Periodicity score for the user

period numeric Length of the evaluated period

anomaly numeric score Anomaly score

txn numeric Number of transactions in the evaluated period

The UTHRTS section contains user threat scores.

Field Format Description

cmim numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-middle score for the user domain

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

cvel numeric (1-100) Client velocity score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score

cbeh numeric (1-100) Client behavior score

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score

cmib numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-browser score

ip IPv4 or IPv6
address

IP address

The ITHRTS section contains IP threat scores.

Field Format Description

cmim numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-middle score for the user domain

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score
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Field Format Description

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

cvel numeric (1-100) Client velocity score

pagefreq numeric (1-100) Page frequency score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score

cbeh numeric (1-100) Client behavior score

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score

cmib numeric (1-100) Client man-in-the-browser score

The UserSessionStartTime section includes the time the user session started.

Field Format Description

val numeric Time the user session started, in milliseconds

The UserSessionStart section includes whether or not the user session started.

Field Format Description

val true/false Based on whether a user session has started or not. If
false, then the session is at the IP level only.

The HTTPREQ section includes the ordinal of the packet.

Field Format Description

ord numeric Ordinal of the packet

The USER section includes the user information.

Field Format Description

guid string Unique identifier currently being used, derived from
cookies

id string Username

tsMillis numeric Timestamp of this message

The TCPREQ section includes the TCP request information.

Field Format Description

totalSizeBytes numeric Total size of the package including header

dataSizeBytes numeric Total size of the data segment in the package

ord numeric Unicode code of the data in the TCP packet (related to
python function with the same name)

pcapTick100us numeric PCAP timestamp of capturing the packet measured in
ticks

tcpTick numeric Related to the timestamp field in TCP packet measured
in ticks

The TCPRSP section includes the TCP response information.
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Field Format Description

totalSizeBytes numeric Total size of the package including header

dataSizeBytes numeric Total size of the data segment in the package

ord numeric Unicode code of the data in the TCP packet (related to
python function with the same name)

pcapTick100us numeric PCAP timestamp of capturing the packet measured in
ticks

tcpTick numeric Related to the timestamp field in TCP packet measured
in ticks

The IP Periodicity Score section includes information about the IP Periodicity Score.

Field Format Description

score numeric score Periodicity score for the IP

period numeric Time length for the measured scores in seconds

anomaly numeric score Session anomaly score

txn numeric Transaction anomaly score

The TCPCXN section includes the TCP connection information.

Field Format Description

clientIp IPv4 or IPv6
Address

The client IP address

serverIp IPv4 or IPv6
Address

The server IP address

clientPort numeric
(1-65535)

The client's TCP port

serverPort numeric
(1-65535)

The server TCP port

pcapTick100us numeric PCAP timestamp of capturing the packet measured in
ticks

clientTcpTick numeric Related to the timestamp field in tcp packet measured
in ticks

serverTcpTick numeric Related to the timestamp field in tcp packet measured
in ticks

The ITANMLY section contains IP threat anomaly scores.

Field Format Description

mim numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Middle risk score

beh numeric (1-100) Behavior risk score

pagefreq numeric (1-100) Page frequency score

mib numeric (1-100) Man-in-the-Browser risk score

mal numeric (1-100) Malware score
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Field Format Description

clicktime numeric (1-100) Amount of time it took to move from one page to
another by click

vel numeric (1-100) Velocity score

The REQUEST section contains information about IP Request.

Field Format Description

method string It's the REST method used in this request (GET/POST
etc.)

page String The URL that made the request

serverip IPv4 or IPv6
Address

The server IP address

serverport numeric
(1-65535)

The server's TCP port

clientport numeric
(1-65535)

The client's TCP port

The HTTPRSP contains information about the ordinal of the HTTP response.

Field Format Description

ord numeric Ordinal of the packet

The CDATA section contains JSON data where present.

Field Format Description

val numeric A list of name value pairs in JSON format (e.g.
"name":"value")

Alert JSON Format

Sample Alert JSON

{
"actionHandler": "bal", 
"isNewAlert": false, 
"transaction": {
"STTX": {
"ALERT":
{ "actionHandler": "bal", "badAttr": "Not%20Available", 
"badAttrValue": "Not%20Available", "filePath": "", "ruleName": 
"any_user_mib" }
, 
"REQUEST":
{ "page": "/page1" }
, 
"USER":
{ "id": "user1" }
, 
"UTHRTS":
{ "mib": "0.123456789" }
, 
"ip": "100.110.120.130", 
"mqJsonVersion": "1", 
"sttxVersion": "2", 
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"tsMillis": "5000"
}
}
}

Kafka Consumer Tool
The kafkaConsumerTool.sh script extracts messages from the Kafka server.

The kafkaConsumerTool.sh script is located in the /var/opt/silvertail/
bin/ directory. The script can read both encrypted and unencrypted messages.
Script output is sent to the shell console. Run the script as the rsawtd user.

Script Format
./kafkaConsumerTool.sh [-t TransactionQueue] [-w ConfPath]
The script accepts parameters for the Kafka topic and for the path to the
configuration file. In a single tenant environment, the parameters are optional and can
be run without any parameters, using the default values. The script accepts the
following parameters :

-t

The Kafka topic name. The default value is "TransactionQueue".

-w

The path of the configuration file. The default value is var/opt/
silvertail/etc/conf.d/Mitigator-0/Mitigator-0.conf.

Sample Usage

./ kafkaConsumerTool.sh
Reads the TransactionQueue message and sends the output to the shell console.

Additional Configuration Changes for the Kafka Consumer Script

l In a multi-tenant deployment or a single tenant deployment where the default
configurations are not used, the configuration file must contain sections for TLS
and kafkaConfiguration.

l Configure the syslog to listen to port 514 to view the errors in message log:

1. Stop the syslog service.

2. Edit the /etc/rsyslog.conf file. Remove the comment tags from the
following lines:

# Provides UDP syslog reception
$ModLoad imudp
$UDPServerRun 514

3. Restart the syslog service.

Configure Data Streaming with RabbitMQ

Before you begin

To use the data streaming feature, you must have RabbitMQ (compatible with AMQP
0-9-1 protocol).
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To stream the data from Web Threat Detection via RabbitMQ, MqBridge is used to
convert the transaction data into a JSON format, which is then streamed via Rabbit
MQ broker to your subscribers.

Note

The type of RabbitMQ exchange used to publish the data is a topic exchange.

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager > machineClass, add the MqBridge component to
your machineClass.

2. Configure the MQ Broker parameters. See MQ Broker Settings on page 61.

3. Configure the Rabbit MQ credentials and SSL Certificates. See AUTH and SSL
Settings on page 62.

MQ Broker Settings

To optimize performance, you may want to add additional shards or connections.
Configure the following MQ Broker settings:

Field Information

numThreads Used for performance tuning. Number of worker threads.

mqServerHost RabbitMQ hostname/IP address

mqServerPort RabbitMQ hostname/IP address

vHost Name of VHost configured on RabbitMQ

exchangeName RabbitMQ exchangeName.

routingKeyPrefix Used for performance tuning, to route messages into multiple
RabbitMQ queues for multiple subscribers. Routing keys will take the
form of <routingKeyPrefix>.<numRoutingKeys>.<number>, where
<number> starts at zero. Routing key name. Routing key prefix and
shard number, e.g. mq.shard.2.0, mq.shard.2.1

numRoutingKeys Used for performance tuning (see above). Keys (queues) =
{mq.shard.2.0, m.q.shard.2.1}

numChannels Used for performance tuning. Number of RabbitMQ connections to
create per routing key.
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Note

The routing key is used to route the transactions. Transactions are sharded by IP
address. When there are multiple channels, transactions are ordered in a round-robin
fashion. This means that you may need to take steps to reorder transactions, such as
using the transaction time stamps to reorder the data.

AUTH and SSL Settings

Field Information

Username Credentials for this VHost on RabbitMQ

Password Credentials for this VHost on RabbitMQ

secureConnect Enables SSL communication to broker

caCert Broker’s CA cert

clientKey For client certificate auth, specify file path for key and certificate

clientCert For client certificate auth, specify file path for key and certificate

verifyHostname Whether MQBridge validates Hostname matches that in the Broker’s
cert.
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CHAPTER 9

System Level Monitoring

This chapter describes the system level monitoring for RSA Web Threat Detection.

l Process Monitoring............................................................................................64
l Transaction Logs................................................................................................65
l Syslog................................................................................................................ 66
l Auditing............................................................................................................. 66
l Managing File System and Disk Space............................................................... 68
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Process Monitoring

RSA Web Threat Detection runs a number of different processes. All of the processes
run at all times; however, some are restarted once per hour.

Sample processes you will see running on the various systems include:

root 4020 8792 37 10:29 ? 00:30:51 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
silvertap -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverTap-servername/
SilverTap-servername.conf 
506 18716 18703 0 Aug20 ? 00:15:00 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
silverplex -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverPlex-back/
SilverPlex-back.conf 
506 18749 18736 0 Aug20 ? 00:10:05 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
silverplex -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverPlex-front/
SilverPlex-front.conf 
506 19271 8825 0 Aug20 ? 00:01:44 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/sysstats -
f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SysStats-servername/SysStats-
servername.conf -i0 
506 26200 18993 3 Aug21 ? 00:57:33 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
silversurfer -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverSurfer-0/
SilverSurfer-0.conf 
postgres 7629 1 0 Aug17 ? 00:00:00 /usr/bin/postmaster -p 7078 -
D /var/opt/silvertail/srv/annodb 
506 21734 21719 0 Aug20 ? 00:00:01 /usr/bin/python /var/opt/
silvertail/bin/actionserver.py -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/
ActionServer-0/ActionServer-0.conf 
506 22353 8239 3 Aug20 ? 01:30:53 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
varzfetcher -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/VarzFetcher-0/
VarzFetcher-0.conf 
506 23783 10976 0 Aug20 ? 00:16:37 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
organizer -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/Organizer-servername/
Organizer-servername.conf11 
root 24271 1 0 Aug20 ? 00:00:00 nginx: master process /var/opt/
silvertail/bin/nginx -p /var/opt/silvertail/srv/nginx/ -c /var/opt/
silvertail/etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf 
506 26904 7898 1 10:29 ? 00:01:30 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/mitigator 
-f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/Mitigator-0/Mitigator-0.conf 
506 26936 8212 0 10:29 ? 00:00:43 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/uiserver -
f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/UIServer-0/UIServer-0.conf 
506 29987 7887 0 11:00 ? 00:00:00 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/indexer -
f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/Indexer-0/Indexer-0.conf 
506 30011 8128 0 11:00 ? 00:00:00 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
silversleuth -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverSleuth-0/
SilverSleuth-0.conf 
506 30019 7989 0 11:00 ? 00:00:00 /var/opt/silvertail/bin/
reportbuilder -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/ReportBuilder-0/
ReportBuilder-0.conf

Note that there are several "silverplex" processes with slightly different arguments
("front" vs "back").

The last 3 processes on this list (indexer, silversleuth and reportbuiler) exit once per
hour, but will immediately restart so they should only be not running (and therefore
missing from the listing) for 1–2 seconds.

(The “silvertail" user shows up as “506” in the ps output due to it being more than 8
characters long.)
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Starting and Stopping Processes
There are two methods you can use to start or stop a process: Scout (browser), and
scripts.

Scout: For each server where RSA Web Threat Detection is deployed, there is a
browser interface for starting, stopping, reloading, and disabling processes. The Scout
GUI is accessed by pointing FireFox to the following URL: https://<server>:4448

1. Start: This will attempt to start the process and assumes it is not running

2. Stop: This will stop the process

Additionally, every component of Web Threat Detection may be stopped, started or
restarted through the /etc/init.d/st-<component name>-<server> scripts.
Web Threat Detection component script filenames start with the prefix st- with the
usual syntax of:

/etc/init.d/st-<service> start
/etc/init.d/st-<service> stop
/etc/init.d/st-<service> restart

Note

You need root level permissions to run these commands.

If the processes are having some trouble, and will not respond to Stop/Start
commands with a status update, the corresponding .pid file may require cleanup by
the administrator from the /var/run/silvertail directory. Web Threat Detection
components are started and stopped automatically by the system through the /etc/
init.d scripts during boot up and shutdown.

Transaction Logs

Transaction logs allow you to confirm that the system is collecting, processing, and
writing logs. RSA Web Threat Detection buffers logs, so the timestamps on the log
files are not updated continually, even though data is being received and processed,
including overnight when traffic is low, and updates to the logs are less frequent.

Below is a script which can be used to monitor the logs being updated. This script will
return a zero status if the transaction logs are being updated, or a non-zero status and
an error message if they are not. The UPDATE_TIME variable may need to be
increased to handle situations where the logs are not being updated frequently, such
as during the night.

#!/bin/bash

SILVERTAIL_LOG_DIR=/var/opt/silvertail/data/logs
# Update Time - Alert if no transaction logs are updated in this 
number of minutes.
# Optimum value will depend on volume of traffic site receives
UPDATE_TIME=5

find ${SILVERTAIL_LOG_DIR}/`date -u '+%Y/%m-%b/%d/%H:00' -d '1 
minute ago'`/sb*/ -type f -mmin -${UPDATE_TIME} | egrep -qe .

if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
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                echo "ERROR : log files in ${SILVERTAIL_LOG_DIR} 
not being updated"
                exit 1
fi
exit 0

Syslog
RSA Web Threat Detection logs messages and alerts using the standard system
syslog.

Log messages are written to the /var/log/messages log file. By default, messages
are logged using the “USER” facility.

Messages that warrant investigation are labeled with [crit]. For example:

Aug 10 19:01:52 servername reportbuilder[24276]: [crit] 0 Failed 
with exception: Can't create namespace, try increasing 
nameSpaceBits in admin section of conf.

Web Threat Detection informational messages and others related to starting and
stopping the processes are located within respective logs at /var/log/
silvertail.

A custom syslog facility is configured to separate alerts generated by the Action
Server from the standard operating system messages and reports the alerts using the
syslog service. For more information, see Set Up the Syslog Service on page 74.

Your system administrator is responsible for maintaining these log systems.

Enabling Debug or Setting the Logging Level
To set the log level, use Configuration Manager, and modify the Logger section of the
configuration. Priority DEBUG is the most verbose logging level (not recommended),
down to ERR and EMERG. Priority INFO is the default. Priority describes the lowest
level of logging put to the syslog messages file. Configuration changes in
Configuration Manager require a save and “push” of the new settings. The “push”
restarts all necessary components.

Additionally, the system’s syslog configuration must be modified. Usually the
configuration is located at /etc/syslog.conf. Modify the entry for the “messages”
log file, where the priority “*.info” field reflects the same value as what is configured
in Configuration Manager.

Supported priority values include DEBUG, INFO, NOTICE, WARNING, ERR, CRIT,
ALERT and EMRG. Please see the GNU site for more details:

http://www.gnu.org/s/hello/manual/libc/Overview-of-Syslog.html#Overview-of-
Syslog

Auditing
RSA Web Threat Detection provides a mechanism for tracking changes via the Audit
service. You can configure Audit to store information in a database and a log file you
specify. This service is referred to as “Audit” in Configuration Manager and is enabled
by default. You can specify the path to and name of the log file via Configuration
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Manager. The log file is a simple text file stored on the server. You can view this file
via any usual text viewing utility.

Audit Tracking Capabilities
Audit tracks the following changes:

Component Action Information logged

Rules l Create, Delete

l Change Rule Text

l Change Tags

l Change Priority

l Change URL

l Type of action

l Component (Report,
User, etc.)

l ID

l Name of field changed

l Value before change

l Value after change

User Management l Update user permissions
(add/delete permission)

l Add/Delete user

l Add/Delete tenant

l User performing the
action

l Client IP of the user
performing the action

l Tenant ID ("." on a
system that is not multi-
tenant)

l The facility that is being
modified

l The action being
performed

l The object of the action
(user name/roles)

l The state of the object
before and after the
change.

Configure the Audit Service

The Audit service is enabled by default, with the log file located in /var/opt/
silvertail/data/audit/audit.log.

You can disable the service or change the location or name of the log file.

Procedure

1. Log into Configuration Manager, and click Audit.

2. Make the desired changes.

3. (Optional.) Enter a comment for your edit, and click Save.

4. Push the new configuration.
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Managing File System and Disk Space
RSA Web Threat Detection will continue to generate transaction logs, files, and
directories as it processes data. This could eventually fill the disks on the server. To
conserve disk space, you should monitor the disks and remove old items frequently
enough to ensure you are keeping a backlog long enough to satisfy your needs for data
retention while also keeping the data from filling the disks.

You can use the Task Scheduler to automatically monitor and remove log and report
files in order to maintain free space on the server. In addition to configuring the Task
Scheduler, you should check the disk space regularly and consult the table below in 
File Systems and Backup and Restore Point Locations on page 68.

File Systems and Backup and Restore Point Locations
As part of the regular disk space monitoring and your disaster recovery plan, you may
want to back up important file systems.

The following table lists the default location for the components. For some
components a custom file system location can be specified during installation or via
configuration changes.

Component File System Needs
Backup?

Needs
Restore?

Web Threat Detection
Configuration

/var/opt/silvertail/etc/ Yes Yes

SSL Certificates
(software)

/var/opt/silvertail/
certs/

Yes Yes

Web Threat Detection
Binaries

/var/opt/silvertail/bin/ Yes Yes

Web Threat Detection
Transaction Logs

/var/opt/silvertail/
data/logs/

Yes Yes

Web Threat Detection
Reports

/var/opt/silvertail/
data/reports/

Yes Optional

Web Threat Detection
Tasks

/var/opt/silvertail/
data/tasks/

Optional Optional

Web Threat Detection
Audit Log and DB

/var/opt/silvertail/
data/audit/

Optional Optional

Web Threat Detection
PID Files

/var/run/silvertail/ No No

Web Threat Detection
Logs and Debug

/var/log/silvertail/ No No

Web Threat Detection
SysLogs

/var/log/messages No No

Using Task Scheduler to Maintain Disk Space
Using Task Scheduler you can have RSA Web Threat Detection monitor disk space for
you automatically. You can configure the system to keep logs and reports for a
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number of days, or you can configure it to remove the oldest logs and reports when a
certain threshold for disk usage is reached. This service is referred to as “diskreaper”
in Configuration Manager and is available in the TaskScheduler section.

Before you begin

You must enable the disk space monitoring in the Configuration Manager. Disk space
monitoring is disabled by default.

Using DiskReaper to maintain disk space will only work if the log and report files are on
the same disk partition. If your log and report files are on separate partitions, or if you
want to delete only one kind of file (reports or logs) instead of deleting them both
automatically, you may need to use other methods such as manually reviewing the disk
usage or writing a custom script to delete files.

DiskReaper is not a feature for removing all logs and reports. To remove all logs and
reports, you can use the rm -rf’ command.

Procedure

1. Log into Configuration Manager, and click TaskScheduler.

2. Click Edit.

3. Under diskreaper, click Add.

4. Configure the DiskReaper settings as follows, and click Save.

Field Value

enabled Check this box to enable DiskReaper. DiskReaper is not enabled by default.

checkDirectories
OnHours

Enter a comma separated list of hours (time-of-day: 3,15 for example
would cause the process to run at 3AM and 3PM perpetually) to apply the
threshold and/or reap logs and reports. There is no default value for this
setting. If you enter multiple hours in the list, the process runs on the next
hour in the list, chronologically, rather than by the order specified in the
list. For example, if it is midnight, ‘5,2’, will cause DiskReaper to run at the
upcoming 2AM and then 5AM repeating thereafter rather than run at 5AM
today and then 2AM tomorrow.

offsetMinutes Number of minutes into the hour to wait before running. This is to avoid
contention with other processes that may run at the start of each hour.
Default value is 45 minutes.

percentFull Usage threshold as a percentage of file partition capacity. There is no
default value for this setting. A value of 0 means reap as many logs and
reports as possible subject to the preserveDays constrain. Also note that
logs and reports of the current day (today) are never reaped.

preserveDays Number of days of logs and reports to retain even if usage exceeds the
threshold percentage set in percentFull. There is no default value for this
setting. Note that this settings refers to completed days only. So a
preserveDays value of 1 means all of today (partial day) and yesterday
(completed day) will be preserved. A value of 0 means none of the
completed days will be preserved. But today’s (partial day) logs and data
will be preserved.

logOnly Indicate whether logs and reports are to be reaped when the threshold is
crossed. True or False (boolean). The default value is False. If False,
DiskReaper will log each log and report file that is a candidate for deletion
(based on the other parameters) without actually deleting them.
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5. Push the new configuration.

Removing Log Files
Remove old transaction logs periodically. You can use a script (run via cron for
example) to automatically delete the oldest transaction logs when disk utilization on
the /var/opt/silvertail file system reaches a specific threshold (e.g. 95%). If
other disk usage monitoring has been configured for this directory, it should be set to
have a threshold higher than that configured in the cleanup script.

Removing Failed Task Files

In the event that RSA Web Threat Detection is unable to process an hour’s worth of
data for any reason it will create a file in the failed directory for the process that
was unable to process the data. These failed directories can provide clues about
system issues and are located:

/var/opt/silvertail/data/tasks/<process name>/failed
A command such as the following can be used to determine if any failed files exists.
This command will return a status code of zero if no files exist, or non-zero if failed
files exist for any processes. You can then delete the directories to free disk space.

echo /var/opt/silvertail/data/tasks/*/failed/* | grep '*' > /dev/
null
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CHAPTER 10

Action Server

When incorporating the RSA Web Threat Detection platform as part of a fraud
detection and investigations workflow, customers often initiate actions based on pre-
defined sets of conditions being met as described by a rule. When a rule is triggered
the Action Server can execute the associated response as described in the rule
definition. The actions can be either a built-in action or a custom action. The Action
Server allows you to customize the response generated when a rule triggers an alert.
Common responses to an alert include email notification or sending detailed
information to third party applications such as case management solutions or Security
Information and Event Management platforms.

Based on the typical level of customization and the many options that exist when
integrating with third party solutions it is recommended that Action Server is installed
and configured by an RSA representative.

This section describes the Action Server, how it is installed and configured, and how it
is integrated with third party applications. This section provides some examples of
possible integrations with third party applications. These are a subset of the
applications that can be updated by Action Server and are meant to serve only as
examples.

For information about integrating other third party applications with Action Server or
any other questions on the Action Server, please contact RSA Support.

l Configure the Action Server...............................................................................72
l Action Server Logging........................................................................................74
l Add an Action Service........................................................................................ 74
l Alert Files........................................................................................................... 77
l Creating Rules with Custom Actions.................................................................. 78
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Configure the Action Server

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click ActionServer and then Edit.

3. In the ActionServer section, enter the following parameters.

Parameter Description Default

serviceScriptTimeout The timeout for running a custom service script. 30

serviceScriptTimeout
Unit

The time unit for the custom service script timeout.
Valid values are:

l NANOSECONDS

l MICROSECONDS

l MILLISECONDS

l SECONDS

l MINUTES

l HOURS

l DAYS

SECONDS

4. In the actionThreads section, enter the following parameters. The default value
for each thread is one (1).

Thread values should be adjusted based on the number of expected alerts.

Parameter Description

emailActionThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
EmailActionQueue topic, for handling email actions.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

incidentEmailActionThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
IncidentEmailActionQueue topic, for handling incident email
actions.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

webActionThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
WebActionQueue topic, for handling web actions.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

syslogActionThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
SyslogActionQueue topic, for handling syslog actions.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

customActionThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
CustomActionQueue topic, for handling custom actions.
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Parameter Description

The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

transactionScoringThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
TransactionMonitorQueue topic, for handling RSA Adaptive
Authentication Transaction Scoring actions.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

Values greater than one should only be used for large
deployments with the number of alerts expected to exceed a
response time of 1000ms / AA13.

alertDispatchThreads The number of Kafka consumer threads for the
AlertDispatcherQueue topic, for routing alerts.
The total number of threads should be less than or equal to
the number of partitions for the topic.

5. Click Save.

6. To modify the number of Kafka partitions for transactions and alerts, run the
following from the command line, where:

l <topic name> is the name of the action thread topic

l <num of partitions> is the correct number of partitions.

<kafka deployment>bin/kafka-topics.sh --zookeeper 
zk_host:port/chroot --alter --topic <topic name>  --
partitions <num of partitions>

Note

l The number of partitions in Kafka topics should be greater than or equal to
number of transaction monitor threads.

l Running this command this may disrupt the order of processing messages,
because existing messages are not re-distributed to partitions after this
command runs.

7. Edit the <kafka deployment>/conf/server.properties file to allow
Kafka to delete expired messages at regular intervals. The
log.retention.check.interval.ms parameter is the parameter that
determines how often the Kafka server checks for expired messages.

log.retention.check.interval.ms=300000
 delete.topic.enable =true
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Action Server Logging
The Action Server performs two kinds of logging, regular application logging and
sending messages to the syslog when an alert is triggered.

Application Logging
The Action Server writes log messages to both the syslog as well as to a log file
dedicated to the Action Server, at: /var/log/silvertail/
ActionServer-0.log. The value for the syslog logging facility is the default value,
'USER'.

Alert Logging to Syslog
A custom syslog facility is configured to separate alerts generated by RSA Web Threat
Detection from the standard operating system messages and reports the alerts using
the syslog service. For information on setting up the syslog service, see Set Up the
Syslog Service on page 74.

Set Up the Syslog Service

To write to the syslog, the rsyslog service must be running on the host machine of the
service writing to the syslog.

Procedure

1. Edit the /etc/rsyslog.conf file to contain the following:

l facility.

l priority.

l destination.

Note

Use the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) for the destination. The
standard syslog port, is UDP port 514.

2. To change the log priority, edit the logging/level of the local /var/opt/
silvertail/bin/actionEngine/application.yml configuration file.

3. Restart the service. Run: sudo service rsyslog restart .

Add an Action Service
Configure the action services to enable the system to execute a custom action when a
rule triggers an alert. When creating rules, use the configured action services to
perform custom actions. For more information on creating rules, see the RSA Web
Threat Detection User Guide.

The Action Server allows you to configure action services of the following types:

Web Action Service

The Web action service enables the execution of an HTTP GET, POST, or PUT
request to a defined URL to send data to third-party products. The request
provides the details of the transaction that triggered the rule.
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Syslog Action Service

The Syslog action service enables the writing of customizable log output to
syslog. This can be used to send data to third-party products such as ArcSight
and SecureWorks

Email Action Service

The Email action service enables email notification to a user or group of users.
The email can include details of the alert that triggered the action.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click ActionServer and then Edit.

3. To add a syslog action service, fill in the following parameters in the syslog
section, based on the values in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file.

Parameter Description

name A unique name for the syslog action service to be executed by the action
server. When creating the rule to trigger this action, use the syslog action
service name as the first parameter in the action string. For more information,
see Creating Rules with Custom Actions on page 78.

facility The syslog facility. A facility included as a parameter in the action string in the
rule overrides the facility configured in Configuration Manager.

priority The syslog priority. A priority included as a parameter in the action string in
the rule overrides the priority configured in Configuration Manager.

format The format attribute uses a substitution string where keys are delimited by "%
()s".

l %(program.name)s - The name of the program generating this message

l %(program.id)s - The process id of the program generating this message

l %(priority)s - The syslog priority of this message

l %(attribute.name)s - The name of the attribute that triggered the rule

l %(attribute.value)s - The value of the attribute that tripped the rule

l %(rule.action)s - The rule action

l %(rule.name)s - The name of the rule

l %(rule.date)s - The date of the rule

l %(ip)s - The IP address

l %(username)s - The user name

l %(pagename)s - The page name

4. To add a web action service , fill in the following parameters in the webaction
section.

Parameter Description

name A unique name for the web action service to be executed by the action server.
When creating the rule to trigger this action, use the web action service name
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Parameter Description

as the first parameter in the action string. For more information, see Creating
Rules with Custom Actions on page 78.

url The URL of the host that will receive the HTTP request, including the protocol
and domain name. (For example: http://www.mydomain.com/). A URL

included as a parameter in the action string in the rule overrides the URL
configured in Configuration Manager.

method The HTTP request method. The POST ,GET, PUT ,DELETE , and HEAD HTTP
methods are supported if supported by the receiving server.

l The GET method includes the alert parameters as key value pairs in the
query part of the specified URL.

l The POST or PUT methods include the query string as part of the request
content, using application/x-www-form-urlencoded.

A HTTP method included as a parameter in the action string in the rule
overrides the HTTP method configured in Configuration Manager.

5. To add a email action service, fill in the following parameters in the emailaction
section.

Note

The ampersand (&) character is filtered from the local part of the email
address. Addresses containing this character will not work.

Parameter Description

name A unique name for the email action service to be executed by
the action server.

excludes List of exclude strings. By default, the email includes all of the
contents of the alert file. Lines matching the exclude strings
will not be included in the email.

emailParameters mailto The email address to user in the 'To' field in the generated
email. To specify multiple email addresses, use a comma to
separate the email addresses.

mailfrom The email address to user in the 'From' field in the generated
email.

subject The value to use in the 'Subject' field in the generated email.

6. Click Save.

7. To add an incident email:

a. Go to the main Configuration Manager page, click IncidentServer, and then
Edit.

b. In the emailParameters section of the incidentEmail section, click Add.

c. Enter values for the mailto and mailfrom fields. For incident emails, the 'To'
and 'From' fields cannot be overridden in the incident.
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Note

If your SMTP server is located on a separate machine, you must either
configure a mail transfer agent or use a custom script to connect to the
SMTP server.

d. Click Save.

Email Action Service
The email action service can be triggered for Alerts or Incidents. You can configure
email alerts and incidents using Configuration Manager and alerts files.

By default, the email includes all of the contents of the alert file. You can specify alert
file strings to exclude via the “excludes” field. All fields other than those in the
“excludes” field can be overridden via the alert file itself.

In the following alert file example, the action is set to “email”, and because values
are defined for “mailto,” “mailfrom,” and “subject”, the values specified in
the file override those specified in the email configuration.

# Rules Engine created alert
Rule = BankAccountRule1
Action = email&mailto=fraud-
team@mybank.com&mailfrom=noreply@mybank.com&subject=Alert for rule1
Date = Fri Feb 23 09:21:28 2013
BA = ip
BaValue = 192.0.2.54
IP = 10.1.9.11
User = jdoe
EngineContext = Mitigator

The alert email generated for the alert above is shown below. Note the alert email
below does not include the lines ‘BA’ and ‘BaValue’ because ‘BA’ and ‘BaValue’ were
specified as the exclude strings in the email configuration.

Subject: Alert for rule1
Silver Tail Alert created
IP: 192.0.2.54
Rule: BankAccountRule1
Action: email&mailto=fraud-
team@mybank.com&mailfrom=noreply@mybank.com&subject=Alert for rule1
EngineContext: Report Builder
User: jdoe
Date: Fri Feb 22 20:21:28 2013
Mitigator: false
Page: signinwelcome

Alert Files

Alert file contents use the following format: key = value. The # character is used to
denote comments. The values that are included in the alert file are customizable and
can include additional information if required for the investigation. The alert file
contains the following fields:
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Field Description

Rule Name of the rule that fired

Action Action string, verbatim and without any variable substitution for
attributes and registers

balFlag Flag value for the BAL

handler Name of the action server or script

Date Timestamp for when alert was triggered

BA Target BAL

BaValue Value written to the BAL

IP IP Address

User User

Page Page

Timestamp Timestamp of when the transaction occurred

EngineContext Which rule sent the alert (Real-time or Report Builder [Hourly])

Example 2  Sample Alert file

# Rules Engine created alert
Rule = IP_From_KnownBadGeo
Action = myaction&flag
balFlag = flag
handler = myaction
Date = Tue Jan 14 01:01:13 2014
BA = ip
BaValue = 192.0.2.54
IP = 192.0.2.54
User = johnsmith
Page = moneyxfer.html
Timestamp = 2014-01-14 00:26:44.451
EngineContext = Report Builder
# Alert Context Data

Creating Rules with Custom Actions
Adding a custom action to a realtime rule enables the execution of the action string
when the rule is triggered. The action string can use one of the configured action
services to execute the string, thereby integrating with third party applications.

Create a realtime rule with a custom action. For more information on creating rules,
see the RSA Web Threat Detection User Guide.

Action String Syntax

l The minimum required format for the action string is
"<action_service_name>&flag" where action_service_name is the name of
the action defined in the ActionServer section of Configuration Manager, or the
name of a custom action script.
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l End all action strings with "&flag". If you do not supply “&flag” the action will
not be triggered.

l Registers and attributes are only supported in custom action scripts.

l All elements are & delimited

l To include attributes, use %. For example, amount=%amount
l To include registers, use :. For example, some_register=

%user:some_register.
: is the register operator. "%user:some_register" is the same as
"%user.register('some_register')"

l To include arbitrary strings or comments, add comment=some string
l The action itself is included verbatim in the action string in the alert file. Undefined

attributes and registers get a value of “NA” in the alert file that is passed to the
script.

l You can overwrite the values configured in Configuration Manager for the action
service, by adding those parameters to the action string.

Web Action Services

Add the URL or the method as parameters to the action string as follows:

web_action&url=http://www.destinationurl.com&method=POST&flag

Syslog Action Service

Add the facility or priority to the action string:

facility=local4&priority=notice&flag

Example Action Statement

In this example:

l The rule will execute the action in the ModSyslog action defined in the
ActionServer section of Configuration Manager. The "flag" value indicates that
the transaction is sent to the BAL, and an alert is added to the Alerts page.
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l If no ModSyslog action is defined in Configuration Manager, the system tries to
call a custom action script named ModSyslog in the /var/opt/
silvertail/etc/action/ directory.

l If there is no ModSyslog custom action script in that directory, an error is written
in syslog.

The syntax of an action string with additional information included can be:

“MYCMSAction&comment=This is an arbitrary string&attribute=
%attribute&some_register=%user:some_register&flag”

Custom Action Scripts
You can create a custom action script.

Custom action scripts are located in the /var/log/silvertail/etc/actions/
directory and process alert files generated by alerts. If the custom script is not
present an error is written to syslog when the rule matches and invokes the action.
Instructions for creating custom action scripts is beyond the scope of this document.
Please contact your RSA representative for more information.

Action Server
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CHAPTER 11

Cassandra Database Management

For customers who use the Profile Timeline feature, data is managed using an Apache
Cassandra database.

Back up the Cassandra data before upgrading Web Threat Detection or upgrading the
version of Cassandra. For information on backing up the Cassandra database, see the
Apache Cassandra documentation for the version of Cassandra on your system.

l Configure TTL Settings......................................................................................82
l Upgrade Cassandra............................................................................................82
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Configure TTL Settings
In order to ensure that your database does not exceed storage capacity, RSA Web
Threat Detection includes storage management settings for the Cassandra database.

TTL settings are applied per cell rather than per row. There is an overhead of 8 bytes
per cell. Cassandra tables have 6-7 columns.

Procedure

1. Log in to Configuration Manager.

2. Click CProfileUpdater field and then Edit.

3. Enter a value in the dataExpiration field, and Save.

l Expiration time is expressed as time in seconds.

l The default value is 63072000 (2 years).

l Entering a 0 indicates the data will not expire.

l The maximum allowed value is 630720000 (20 years).

Upgrade Cassandra
Customers who have Cassandra installed and are upgrading from a version of Web
Threat Detection earlier than 6.3 must upgrade to a newer version of the Cassandra
database.

Before you begin

l Make sure to back up Cassandra data before upgrading Web Threat Detection or
the Cassandra database.

l Make sure that the optional dependencies are installed on the same server(s) as
the Cassandra database.

Upgrading from Cassandra 1.2.13, included in previous versions of Web Threat
Detection, to the Cassandra 3.0.9 included in this release, requires upgrading to
subsequent releases in several steps. The Web Threat Detection installation includes
one script for each step of the upgrade. To facilitate troubleshooting, each script is
divided into separate functions that perform each step of the upgrade separately. The
scripts can be run step by step in order, or as a whole. After running each upgrade
script, check the Cassandra log for errors, and take any necessary corrective
measures until the script runs successfully.

The following three scripts are included in the /var/opt/silvertail/field
directory.

cassandraUpgrade12to20.sh
Upgrades from Cassandra 1.2.13 to Cassandra 2.0.8

cassandraUpgrade20to21.sh
Upgrades from Cassandra 2.0.8 to Cassandra 2.1.9

cassandraUpgrade21to30.sh
Upgrades from Cassandra 2.1.9 to Cassandra 3.0.9

Each script accepts one parameter, indicating the function to run in the script. The
following parameters are accepted by the scripts :
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install
Checks for system prerequisites, such as the java and python versions, removes
the current Cassandra version and installs the next, according to the upgrade
process.

repair_yaml
Changes the data directories in Cassandra.yaml file to the correct Web Threat
Detection data directories.

nodetool
Verifies that Cassandra is running and runs Cassandra's nodetool, which rewrites
older SSTables to the current version of Cassandra.

chown_rsawtd
This parameter is only available in cassandraUpgrade21to30.sh. Changes
the owner of the data directories to rsawtd, to facilitate starting the Cassandra
service from Service Manager (Scout).

run
Runs all the functions in the following order:

l install

l repair_yaml

l nodetool

l chown_rsawtd (cassandraUpgrade21to30 only)

Procedure

1. Install Python 2.7.

a. cd rsa-wtd-dependencies-optional- <version_number>
b. sudo yum install python27-2.7.13-1.x86_64.rpm

2. Install the rsa-wtd-field-1.1.0-1.el6.x86_64.rpm.

a. cd /var/opt/silvertail/field
b. sudo yum install rsa-wtd-field-1.1.0-1.el6.x86_64.rpm

3. Log in to Service Manager (Scout), and verify that the Cassandra service is
down. If the Cassandra service is running, stop the Cassandra service.

4. Run the ./cassandraUpgrade12to20.sh script, either in individual steps
using the parameters described above, or as a whole using the run parameter.

5. Check the Cassandra logs, located in the /var/log/cassandra directory for
errors, and take any necessary corrective measures, rerunning the script until
the script runs successfully.

6. Run the ./cassandraUpgrade20to21.sh script, either in individual steps
using the parameters described above, or as a whole using the run parameter.

7. Check the Cassandra logs, located in the /var/log/cassandra directory, for
errors, and take any necessary corrective measures, rerunning the script until
the script runs successfully.

8. Run the ./cassandraUpgrade21to30.sh script, either in individual steps
using the parameters described above, or as a whole using the run parameter.
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9. Check the Cassandra logs, located in the /var/log/cassandra directory, for
errors, and take any necessary corrective measures, rerunning the script until
the script runs successfully.

10. Log in to Service Manager (Scout), and start the Cassandra service.

Cassandra Database Management
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CHAPTER 12

CentOS Upgrades

Web Threat Detection is designed to allow you to upgrade to any CentOS approved
updates for your platform without interrupting normal operation. We recommend a
restart of Web Threat Detection if the package updates replace dependencies on our
product or if the package itself requires a restart (e.g. kernel updates).

To determine if the package updates are Web Threat Detection dependencies, enter
the following Unix command:

yum deplist <silvertail product> | grep provider

The deplist file is also available in the README distributed with each release.
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CHAPTER 13

Hardening Tasks

For security purposes, RSA recommends you change all of the default passwords and
perform the following hardening tasks.

l Hardening Postgres........................................................................................... 88
l Disable Configuration Manager and Scout......................................................... 88
l Verify Configuration Manager and Scout are Disabled....................................... 90
l Revert Disabled Configuration Manager and Scout............................................90
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Hardening Postgres

PostgreSQL is a part of the RSA Web Threat Detection installation. If you would like
to harden the PostgreSQL deployment, see the Postgres documentation.

Disable Configuration Manager and Scout
To reduce the potential for attacks, you can choose to only enable the Administration
Interface and the Forensics Interface and harden the Configuration Manager and
Scout.

Before you begin

Note

To do this, you should have completely configured your RSA Web Threat Detection,
and have a valid configuration pushed live before you start. Once you complete these
steps, you won't be able to make any configuration changes unless you revert the
siteproxy and scoutproxy configurations back and re-start the processes.

Once hardening has taken place, the CMI and transaction viewer will load, and you can
view and interact with them; however, no configuration changes can occur.

Procedure

1. Make backup copies of the following files:

l /var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf
as /var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-
siteproxy.conf.backup.default

l /var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-scoutproxy.conf
as /var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-
scoutproxy.conf.backup.default

2. Add the lines in blue text and remove the lines in red text in the /var/opt/
silvertail/etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf file:

Hardening Tasks
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3. Add the lines in blue text in the /var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-
scoutproxy.conf file:

Hardening Tasks
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4. Restart SiteProxy and ScoutProxy. To do so, go to shell and enter:

sudo service st-SiteProxy-0 stop
sudo service st-ScoutProxy-<local-hostname> stop

sudo service st-ScoutProxy-<local-hostname> start
sudo service st-SiteProxy-0 start

5. After you restart SiteProxy and ScoutProxy, Configuration Manager and Scout
should be disabled.

Verify Configuration Manager and Scout are Disabled

To verify that Configuration Manager and Scout are disabled, you can complete the
following steps:

Procedure

1. Enable Developer Tools in the browser.

2. Select the Network panel.

3. Go to the Configuration Manager (https://%3Chostname%3E:/config)

4. View the response status in the Network panel. An http status of 501 indicates
you are running the disabled configuration.

Revert Disabled Configuration Manager and Scout

If you want to enable the Configuration Manager and Scout, complete the following
steps.

Hardening Tasks
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Procedure

1. Replace the following modified files with the backups you saved:

/var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf as /var/opt/
silvertail/etc/nginx-siteproxy.conf.backup.default
/var/opt/silvertail/etc/nginx-scoutproxy.conf as /var/opt/
silvertail/etc/nginx-scoutproxy.conf.backup.default

2. Restart SiteProxy and ScoutProxy. To do so, go to shell and enter:

sudo service st-ScoutProxy-<local-hostname> stop
sudo service st-ScoutProxy-<local-hostname> start
sudo service st-SiteProxy-0 start

Note

If you are working in a multitenant environment, you need to restart the
ScoutProxy on each of the hosts. (SiteProxy only runs on the first host).
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CHAPTER 14

Back Up the ANNODB Postgres Database

As part of your disaster recovery plan or other IT processes, back up the Postgres
AnnoDB database.

AnnoDB is an instance of PostgresQL. The annodb service is controlled by the /etc/
init.d/annodb start/stop script. The script pulls configurations from /etc/
sysconfig/pgsql/${NAME} which symlinks to /var/opt/silvertail/etc/
annodb.conf. The contents of annodb.conf are:

PGDATA=/var/opt/silvertail/srv/annodb
PGPORT=7078

The above defines PGDATA to be located under /var/opt/silvertail/srv/
annodb and PGPORT is 7078. Under its default configurations, annodb listens on port
7078 and contains a database name silvertail with the database user
silvertail granted access. All files relating to the annodb instance are located
under /var/opt/silvertail/srv/annodb. The RSA Web Threat Detection
tables reside within the silvertail database. The tables contain user, annotations,
filterlists, and tenant information. (The purpose of this database may expand or shrink
in future versions.)

To start or stop the database, you can use the Scout interface or run the start/
stop script directly as root. For example: /etc/init.d/annodb <start|stop>.

Please note that annodb resides under a non-default PostgresQL location and SELinux
will prevent it from starting up after a server restart. To rectify this potential issue,
SELinux must be running in either permissive or disabled mode.

Logs by default are stored under /var/opt/silvertail/srv/annodb/pg_log
and rotated.

Alternatively, you can perform a file system level backup using tar (for example: tar -
cf silvertail.tar /var/opt/silvertail/srv/annodb). To use this method, you must stop
the database instance.

For more information, see the Postgres SQL website.

l Backing Up and Restoring the Database............................................................ 94
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Backing Up and Restoring the Database
Back up the database using the pg_dump utility. The pg_dump output is a snapshot of
the database as of the time of pg_dump begins running.

More information regarding backups and restoration is available at the Postgres SQL
website.

Procedure

1. Log in as a Postgres database user.

2. To back up the database: Dump the database contents to a backup file
(silvertail.psql: pg_dump -p 7078 -U postgres silvertail

3. To restore the database: Import the structure and data from file
(silvertail_backup.psql): psql –p 7078 –d silvertail –f
silvertail_backup.psql
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CHAPTER 15

Integration with Additional RSA Products

Web Threat Detection is part of the RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite.

The RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite is a centralized platform that blends
continuous monitoring (Web Threat Detection), risk-based decisioning (RSA Adaptive
Authentication) and fraud intelligence (RSA FraudAction and RSA eFraudNetwork).
The Suite integrates siloed capabilities and data sources to provide a holistic view of
individual user activities and behaviors. This cross-product integration delivers more
accurate fraud detection and the ability to craft a highly granular and personalized
anti-fraud strategy, one that aligns with your organization’s risk tolerance and
strategic priorities. There are numerous points of integration across the solutions in
the RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite.

Web Threat Detection customers can integrate data that is received from other RSA
products as input for Web Threat Detection, or send transaction data sniffed in Web
Threat Detection to be used as additional data in other RSA products. Increasing the
number of transactions whose data is assessed for risk, and marking more cases as
fraudulent or genuine, enhances RSA risk engine performance, and providing
customers with more value from all RSA products.

l RSA eFraudNetwork Integration........................................................................ 96
l RSA FraudAction Intelligence Service Integration..............................................99
l Transaction Scoring in RSA Adaptive Authentication........................................102
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RSA eFraudNetwork Integration

Install the RSA eFraudNetwork Integration
You can connect to the RSA eFraudNetwork (eFN) and use data retrieved from the
eFN on a daily basis.

Before you begin

l To connect to the eFN, you must have an eFN user account. Contact your RSA
representative to create an eFN account and get the account information.

Note

Check that the password does not contain a colon (:). If the password does
contain a colon, request a new password.

l The eFN team must white-list the IP address that will connect to the eFN server.
Contact your RSA representative and provide the IP address of server that is
going to access the eFN server.

l For eFN integration, you must install Oracle JRE 8 or Oracle JDK 8. To download
the files and for more information, see the Oracle Java website.

When you enable eFN integration, the Web Threat Detection eFN client retrieves a list
of IP addresses that were marked as fraudulent on the eFN. The list is converted into
an External Data Source (eds) file. Web Threat Detection can use the IP addresses
from the eFN in Web Threat Detection rules to create alerts or incidents.

Procedure

1. Move to the directory containing the installation files. cd rsa-wtd-
enterprise-6.*.

2. Install rsa-wtd-efn-<version_number>.noarch.rpm.

Two files are created.

l A shell script: /var/opt/silvertail/efn/efnClient.sh
l A jar file: wtd-efn-agent-<version_number>.jar

3. Create a truststore with the eFN server certificate, so that the eFN client can
verify the identity of the eFN remote server in order to securely connect.

a. Contact your RSA representative for an eFN certificate file and two CA
certificate files.

b. Use the keytool to create a truststore and import the certificates.

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -import -file /path-to-certificate/
<firstCA-cert> -alias firstCA -keystore efnTrust -storepass 
<password>
$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -import -file /path-to-certificate/
<secondCA-cert> -alias secondCA -keystore efnTrust -
storepass <password>
$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -import -file /path-to-certificate/
<efn-cert> -alias efnTrust -keystore efnTrust -storepass 
<password>
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c. Change the truststore password on efnClient.sh file.

vi efnClient.sh
-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<password>
wq!

4. Enable the eFN integration in Configuration Manager, as described in Configure
RSA eFraudNetwork Integration on page 97.

5. Add a scheduled task to run the script every day:

a. Type: crontab -u rsawtd -e
b. Enter a cron expression which will run the efn client on a daily basis:

<minute> <hour> * * * /var/opt/silvertail/efn/efnClient.sh

For example: 30 20 * * * /var/opt/silvertail/efn/
efnClient.sh will schedule a daily task to run at 20:30 PM.

6. Type: wq! to save.

Results

The /var/opt/silvertail/data/edsserver/ip_efn.eds is created. The log
file is /var/log/silvertail/efnAgent.log.

Configure RSA eFraudNetwork Integration
To use the IP addresses that are marked as fraudulent in the RSA eFraudNetwork
(eFN) in RSA Web Threat Detection, you have to configure the Web Threat Detection
and eFN connection parameters.

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager, select Efn, then Edit.

2. Enter the eFN connection information for the following fields, and then click
Save, and Home.

Field Description

Enable Select to enable connection to the
eFraudNetwork.

EfnServerUserName The eFN username.

EfnServerPassword The eFN password.

EfnServerHostName The eFN server host name.

efnProxy Select Add to add a proxy.

efnProxy ProxyHostUserName The proxy host user name.

ProxyPort The proxy port number.

ProxyServerPassword The proxy server password.

ProxyServerName The proxy server name.
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3. In Configuration Manager, select Admin, then Edit.

4. In the edsPath field, enter the path to the shared directory you created for
external data source (eds) files, usually /var/opt/silvertail/data/eds.
This is the directory where the eFN agent will save the eds files.

RSA eFraudNetwork External Data Source Format

l The RSA eFraudNetwork (eFN) external data source (eds) filename is
ip_efn.eds.

l The first line in the eds file is the eFN data revision number.

l Each following line represents an eFN entry, with the following format:
<ip>&efn=true&score=<score_value>

where

n ip is the IP address of the end user marked as fraudulent in the eFN, using IPv4.

n score_value is the risk score for the IP address as received from the eFN.

Example 3  Sample ip_efn.eds

21971
11.11.11.101&efn=true&score=1000
11.11.11.102&efn=true&score=1000
11.11.11.103&efn=true&score=970
11.11.11.104&efn=true&score=970
11.11.11.105&efn=true&score=950
11.11.11.106&efn=true&score=950
11.11.11.107&efn=true&score=920
11.11.11.108&efn=true&score=920
11.11.11.109&efn=true&score=900
11.11.11.11&efn=true&score=920

Sample Rule Using RSA eFraudNetwork Data

This is a an example of a rule that is based on RSA eFraudNetwork (eFN) data.
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RSA FraudAction Intelligence Service Integration
RSA offers your organization an integrated service that provides added detection
value by incorporating intelligence feeds from the FraudAction Intelligence service into
Web Threat Detection.

RSA FraudAction Intelligence Service Feeds
The FraudAction Intelligence feeds are generated as External Data Source (EDS) files
that can be integrated into Web Threat Detection for increased fraud protection.

EDS files are generated from the following feeds provided by FraudAction Intelligence.

l IP Feed

A daily report comprised of IP-addresses-of-interest. The feed includes IP
addresses of proxies/SOCKS, RDPs, open source proxies, bad IPs, and
fraudster IPs - mostly found in cybercrime and fraudster-published lists.

l Email Address Feed

A daily report comprised of email-addresses-of-interest, which includes:

Compromised emails and spam email

Email lists that are publicized in the underground and contain compromised
legitimate email addresses (often including the email account passwords) or
emails found in spam lists. Such email lists may include employees' personal
email addresses, proprietary corporate email addresses, or emails that belong
to the organization's user base.

Fraudster emails

Email addresses collected from various sources monitored by the FraudAction
Intelligence team that are in all probability used by fraudsters.

Captured email contacts

Email addresses captured by malware (mostly banking Trojans) from the
contact lists of infected user PCs.

l e-Commerce item drops

Physical mailing addressees of individuals ("reshipping mules"), who receive
items purchased with stolen payment cards to be forwarded to stuffers for
sale on the black market.

l Banking mule accounts

Bank accounts used to receive funds transferred from compromised
accounts.

l Credit card store previews

Partial information from compromised credit cards for sale in the
underground.
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Integrated Service System Flow
The following is a description of the system flow that takes place once the script is
run.

1. Using cURL with sftp, the script retrieves, from the sftp server, a list of EDS files
associated with your Web Threat Detection account.

2. The list is filtered by date via the grep utility.

3. The filtered list is searched for IP and email EDS files. When an EDS file name
matches a known EDS file name pattern, it is downloaded to a temporary location
on the Web Threat Detection analysis server, as specified in the tmp_path script
variable.

4. Permissions for the EDS files are changed so that they are readable by the Web
Threat Detection user, which typically have default values of silvertail or rsawtd.

5. EDS files are moved from the temporary location to the EDS directory within Web
Threat Detection.

6. EDS files are removed from the SFTP server.

Integrate the FraudAction Script in Web Threat Detection
After installing rsa-wtd-field-1.0.0-1.el6.x86_64.rpm, included in the
installation package, the updateFAIEdsFeed.sh script is located in the /var/opt/
silvertail/field directory.

Procedure

1. Place the updateFAIEdsFeed.sh file on the Web Threat Detection server.

2. Make the script an executable file.

3. Edit the script to ensure that the variables are set to the appropriate values, see 
Script Variables on page 101. In particular, the sftp_host, sftp_user and
sftp_password script variables should be set to the values provided by your
RSA FraudAction representative.

4. RSA recommendeds that you manually execute the script before scheduling it
to ensure that it runs as intended. This can be verified via the script's output, as
well as via the EDS files created in the Web Threat Detection EDS datastore.
For more information on the EDS datastore location, see Script Variables on
page 101.

5. Add a scheduled task to run the script every day. RSA recommends that the
script runs after 20:00 UTC.

Note

Due to some instances of the script failing to run when using the /etc/
cron.daily scheduling method during testing, you should schedule the script via
an entry in the users crontab(crontab -e).

a. Type: crontab -u rsawtd -e
b. Enter a cron expression which will run the efn client on a daily basis:

<minute> <hour> * * * /var/opt/silvertail/field/
updateFAIEdsFeed.sh
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For example: 30 20 * * * /var/opt/silvertail/fa/
updateFAIEdsFeed.sh will schedule a daily task to run at 20:30 PM.

Script Variables
The table describes the variables contained within the script.

Variable Explanation

curl Points to the fully-qualified path of the cURL
executable with built sftp support. This is the
default cURL tool on CentOS 6.x systems.

sftp_host Hostname of the SFTP server storing the EDS
files.

sftp_user Username used when connecting to the sftp
server.

sftp_password Password used when connecting to the sftp
server.

datespec Time-based regular expression (regex) used
by the grep utility to search the list of
directory contents for the latest EDS files.

Note

The regex is built by several calls to date
binary, which returns the system time and
date in different formats. Therefore, ensuring
accurate timekeeping on the Web Threat
Detection server is imperative. This can be
done via NTP or other timekeeping means.

fai_client Used to match the client name in the EDS file
name. This variable can be a wild card.

wtd_eds_path Path configured for EDS files within Web
Threat Detection and the location where they
are stored. The EDS path has a default value
of /var/opt/silvertail/data/eds. This path can
be verified in the Admin section of
Configuration Manager.

wtd_user Web Threat Detection Linux username.
Default value is rsawtd.

wtd_group Web Threat Detection Linux group name.
Default is rsawtd.

tmp_path Temporary path for downloaded files.
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Transaction Scoring in RSA Adaptive Authentication
The Web Threat Detection integration with RSA Adaptive Authentication provides a
seamless integration with your Adaptive Authentication implementation.

The Transaction Scoring with Adaptive Authentication feature increases the number
of event types sent for risk assessment and can stop more fraud by creating cases for
review and enriching Risk Engine data. Customers can leverage information captured
by Web Threat Detection to monitor and score transactions in Adaptive
Authentication, without altering the code on the website pages. Web Threat Detection
is configured to parse the transaction and send the data as an Adaptive Authentication
SOAP call to Adaptive Authentication. The transactions are sent for risk assessment,
and the customer can create Adaptive Authentication policy rules to create cases for
offline investigation. By feeding additional transactions to Adaptive Authentication,
and marking the cases as fraudulent or genuine, the Adaptive Authentication Risk
Engine receives additional data, enhancing its performance.

Transaction Scoring with Adaptive Authentication supports the following Adaptive
Authentication versions:

l Adaptive Authentication 13

l Adaptive Authentication (On-Premise) 7.x

The high-level workflow for the Transaction Scoring with Adaptive Authentication
contains the following steps:

l RSA Web Threat Detection sniffs the HTTP(S) traffic and parses the HTTP(S)
request into a Web Threat Detection transaction.

l In Web Threat Detection, real time rules are configured in to trigger the Adaptive
Authentication SOAP API call. The configuration includes a trigger condition on
the URL from the transaction, and the configured action type defines the event
type of the Adaptive Authentication SOAP API call.

l In Adaptive Authentication, rules are created for the event types sent from Web
Threat Detection. While Adaptive Authentication can not perform step-up
authentication on these transactions, the rule can be configured to open a case for
offline review. For more information, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication Back
Office User Guide.

l The customer configures Web Threat Detection to translate the data in the
transaction to the format necessary for the Adaptive Authentication SOAP
request.
For Adaptive Authentication to use the data effectively, customers must send data
that is recognized by their Adaptive Authentication implementation. The data
retrieved in the Web Threat Detection transaction must be sent in the SOAP
request in the same format as it is expected by the Adaptive Authentication
implementation. For example, if in the Adaptive Authentication implementation,
the username is hashed or encrypted, the username must be sent in the same way
using this integration. To facilitate this, the customer can create a java class to
implement the same logic used in the Adaptive Authentication implementation for
encrypting user names and account information. In addition, some fields may be
mandatory, depending on the event type.

l The Transaction Scoring server sends an asynchronous Analyze request SOAP call
to Adaptive Authentication.

l Adaptive Authentication receives the SOAP call with the transaction data.

l The Adaptive Authentication Risk Engine evaluates the risk level of the transaction
and returns a risk score.
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l If an Adaptive Authentication policy rule is triggered, a case is created for future
follow-up offline.

l Errors logged in theWeb Threat Detection log files include

n An invalid request, such as a request missing a mandatory field, for example, a
username.

n No response from Adaptive Authentication that the request was received.

l Monitoring is performed by Varz.

Configure Settings for Working with the Kafka Server

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager, click Kafka, then Edit.

2. Enter the parameters for the Kafka server.

Parameter Description

kafkaServer The Kafka server hostname and port in the following format: <hostname>:<port>. For example:

KafkaConsumer.java:9092.

Note

l RSA Web Threat Detection supports Kafka servers that use IPv4.

l Do not use AAAA resource records for FQDNs.

enableEncryption Select to enable encryption of the messages using AES128-GCM. By default, encryption is enabled.

producerCompressionType The compression type for all data generated by the producer. Valid values are: none, gzip,

snappy, or lz4 . The default is none (no compression). For more information, see the Apache

Kafka documentation.

sslEnabled Select to set communication with Kafka over SSL. The default is true. When enabled, Kafka
browsers must be configured for SSL as well. For more information, see the Apache Kafka
documentation.

sslTrustedCaLocation Path to the trusted CA used by Kafka clients for SSL in PEM format. The default is silvercat.crt.

sslTrustStoreLocation Path to a JKS keystore (JKS) which contains the trusted CA used by Kafka clients for SSL. The
default is silvercat.jks.

sslTrustStorePassword Password for the JKS keystore (JKS) which contains the trusted CA used by Kafka clients for SSL.
The default is 'silvertail'.

3. If you are using SSL to communicate with the Kafka server, edit the following
properties in the Kafka server's config/server.properties file. The
values must be the same as the associated values configured in Configuration
Manager in the previous step.

Property Value Associated Field in Kafka
Configuration Manager

listeners Configuration of SSL listener. For example: SSL://:9092
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Property Value Associated Field in Kafka
Configuration Manager

Note

l RSA Web Threat Detection supports Kafka servers that use
IPv4.

l Do not use AAAA resource records for FQDNs.

security.inter.broker.protocol If SSL is enabled in Configuration Manager, set this value to SSL. sslEnabled

ssl.keystore.location Location of a JKS containing the server certificate sslTrustedCaLocation

ssl.keystore.password Password to JKS containing the server certificate

ssl.key.password Password for the private key for the server certificate

ssl.truststore.location Location of a JKS containing the trusted CA certificate sslTrustStoreLocation

ssl.truststore.password Password to JKS containing the trusted CA certificate sslTrustStorePassword

security.inter.broker.protocol Specify if inner kafka communication should be over SSL.

4. Click Save.

5. (Optional.) Customers with high volume web sites may need to add additional
brokers to the Kafka server to manage heavy traffic.

a. In Service Manager (Scout), stop the Kafka service.

b. For each broker, copy the /var/opt/silvertail/kafka/config/
server.properties file. The filename for each copy must have a server
prefix and a properties suffix. For example: server1.properties or
server_conf123.properties.

c. Edit each properties file. The properties must all contain the same values as
those configured in the Kafka server's config/server.properties file,
except for the following properties, which much contain unique values for
each broker:

Attribute Description

broker.id Unique integer

listeners Unique port number that is available.

logs.dirs Unique folder name

d. In Service Manager (Scout), start the Kafka service.

Replace the Security Certificates for Kafka SSL
While an encryption key is created during installation, the key is a self-signed RSA
Web Threat Detection key and is not recognized by the customer's system. When
integrating with Adaptive Authentication, you can generate and install security
certificates trusted by your organization for communication with the Kafka server.

This step is optional, based on your organization's security policies.
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Procedure

1. Create a new key, and then generate a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with
that key:

openssl pkcs12 -export -name silvertail -in silvertail.crt -inkey silvertail.key -out 
silvertail.p12 -password pass:silvertail
keytool -importkeystore -destkeystore silvertail.jks -srckeystore silvertail.p12 -
srcstoretype pkcs12 -alias silvertail -srcstorepass silvertail -deststorepass 
silvertail 

l When prompted for the state, use the full state name, such as "California".

l When prompted for the country, use the two letter country code, such as
"US".

2. Send the CSR to your preferred Certificate Signing Authority (CA), and request
the signed certificate be generated in PEM format (sometimes called "Apache"
or "OpenSSL" format).

3. Once the CSR has been signed by the CA, you will receive 2 files back - the
signed cert (.crt or .pem) and one or more intermediate certificates, often as a
"bundle". Merge the two files into a single file with the signed certificate first
(the .crt), followed by any intermediate certificates (or the "bundle").

4. Put the key generated above and the signed certificate/intermediates into
the /var/opt/silvertail/certs directory.

5. Edit the following properties in the Kafka server's config/
server.properties file:

Property Value Example Value

ssl.keystore.location Location of a JKS containing the
server certificate

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/silvertail.jks

ssl.keystore.password Password to JKS containing the
server certificate

silvertail

ssl.key.password Password for the private key for the
server certificate

silvertail

ssl.truststore.location Location of a JKS containing the
trusted CA certificate

/var/opt/silvertail/certs/silvertail.jks

ssl.truststore.password Password to JKS containing the
trusted CA certificate

silvertail

Configure Connection to RSA Adaptive Authentication
To integrate RSA Web Threat Detection with RSA Adaptive Authentication, configure
the settings used to connect to RSA Adaptive Authentication.

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager, click Adaptive Authentication, then Edit.

2. Enter the parameters for connecting to Adaptive Authentication.
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Parameter Description

aaServer The Adaptive Authentication server URL. For example: http://rsa.com:6080/
AdaptiveAuthentication/services/AdaptiveAuthentication

aaSoapUser The username of the Adaptive Authentication SOAP user.

aaSoapPassword The password of the Adaptive Authentication SOAP user.

3. (Optional.) If a proxy server is in use for the Adaptive Authentication system,
enter the settings for the proxy.

Parameter Description

proxyEnabled Select if the proxy server is enabled.

proxyHost The proxy server host name.

proxyPort The proxy server port number.

proxyAuthenticationEnabled Select if authentication is enabled on the proxy server.

proxyUsername The username for authentication with the proxy user.

proxyPassword The password for authentication with the proxy user.

4. Click Save.

Create a Java Class to Encrypt RSA Adaptive Authentication Username
Create a java class that implements the algorithm for encrypting the username to send
in the SOAP call to RSA Adaptive Authentication.

The data retrieved in the Web Threat Detection transaction must be sent in the SOAP
request in the same format as it is expected by the Adaptive Authentication
implementation. For example, if in the Adaptive Authentication implementation, the
username is hashed or encrypted, the username must be sent in the same way using
this integration. To facilitate this, the customer can create a java class to implement
the same logic used in the Adaptive Authentication implementation for encrypting the
username.

Procedure

1. Create a java class that implements the java
Function<List<String>,String> interface.

public class <Class_name> implements 
Function<List<String>,String> {… }

2. Implement the apply function that implements your algorithm that encrypts the
username to send in the SOAP call to Adaptive Authentication. The function
receives a List<String> that contains the username at index 0 and the org at
index 1. The function returns a string.

public String apply(List<String> strings) {
 //your logic here
 }

3. Check your function for special cases, so that it will not return null.
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4. Compile the class.

5. Package the class in a jar.

6. Set the owner and group of the jar to rsawtd.

7. Save the jar in the /var/opt/silvertail/bin/actionEngine directory.

8. In the AA Transaction Scoring section of Configuration Manager, add the class
name to the convertUsernameClass field.

9. Check the log to verify that your class was successfully loaded. You should
receive the following message: INFO [main]
c.r.w.a.SoapAdaptiveAuthApiClient:44 - successfully loaded
the user mapping class class_name.

Create a Java Class to Encrypt RSA Adaptive Authentication Payee Data
Create a java class that implements the algorithm for encrypting the account number
to send in the SOAP call to RSA Adaptive Authentication.

The data retrieved in the Web Threat Detection transaction must be sent in the SOAP
request in the same format as it is expected by the Adaptive Authentication
implementation. For example, if in the Adaptive Authentication implementation, the
username is hashed or encrypted, the username must be sent in the same way using
this integration. To facilitate this, the customer can create a java class to implement
the same logic used in the Adaptive Authentication implementation for encrypting
payee information.

Procedure

1. Create a java class that implements the java
Function<List<String>,String> interface.

public class <Class_name> implements 
Function<List<String>,String> {… }

2. Implement the apply function that implements your algorithm that generates
the account number to send in the SOAP call to Adaptive Authentication. The
function receives a List<String> that contains the account number at index
0 and the org at index 1. The function returns a string.

public String apply(List<String> strings) {
//your logic here
}

3. Check your function for special cases, so that it will not return null.

4. Compile the class.

5. Package the class in a jar.

6. Set the owner and group of the jar to rsawtd.

7. Save the jar in the /var/opt/silvertail/bin/actionEngine directory.

8. In the AA Transaction Scoring section of Configuration Manager, add the class
name to the convertPayeeClass field.

9. Check the log to verify that your class was successfully loaded. You should
receive the following message: INFO [main]
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c.r.w.a.SoapAdaptiveAuthApiClient:44 - successfully loaded
the payee mapping class class_name.

Configure Adaptive Authentication Transaction Scoring
The Transaction Scoring section contains the settings required to map the values in
the transaction to the parameters required for the Adaptive Authentication Analyze
SOAP request.

For each Adaptive Authentication field, use the ID of the schema attribute, as it is
configured in the Schema section of Configuration Manager.

Note

l You can create user-defined attributes to extract data from any part of the
transaction. If no matching attribute ID is found in the schema configuration, the
key=value pair from the ARGS element in the transaction is used, using the
attribute ID entered for the key. For more information, see the RSA Web Threat
Detection User Guide.

l In a multi-tenancy environment, all tenants must use the same schema attribute
IDs. Adaptive Authentication Transaction Scoring cannot be configured with
different attribute IDs per tenant.

Procedure

1. In Configuration Manager, click AA Transaction Scoring, then Edit.

2. Since the username must be sent in the SOAP request in the same format as it
is expected by the Adaptive Authentication implementation, in the
convertUsernameClass field, enter the name of the java class you created to
convert the username to the format expected by Adaptive Authentication. See 
Create a Java Class to Encrypt RSA Adaptive Authentication Username on page
106.

If, instead of a java class that encrypts the Adaptive Authentication username,
you use hashing for the Adaptive Authentication username, enter the hashing
filename here. For SHA2 hashing, you can select the class provided by Web
Threat Detection listed to the right of the field.

3. In the orgName field, enter the ID of the schema attribute to use for the
orgName.

4. In the deviceIdentification section, enter the IDs of the schema attributes for
the parts of the transaction to send as deviceIdentification parameters in the
Adaptive Authentication SOAP call.

Parameter Description

devicePrint The device print information as a single string to send to RSA Adaptive Authentication. The rsa.js
script added to all web pages that should be protected on your website contains the
add_deviceprint() function which is invoked to extract the devicePrint information from the web
page. For more information, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication Integration Guide.

mobileSdkData When collecting mobile data for RSA Adaptive Authentication, either a JavaScript or the RSA
Mobile SDK is used to retrieve the location of the end user mobile device and additional mobile
device identifiers. For more information, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication Integration Guide.

mobileHardwareId

mobileSimId
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Parameter Description

mobileOtherId

5. (Optional.) In the editPayeeEvent section, enter the IDs of the schema
attributes for the parts of the transaction to send as parameters for an
ADD_PAYEE or EDIT_PAYEE event in the Adaptive Authentication SOAP call.

Parameter Description

payeeAccountBankType For information on RSA Adaptive Authentication API fields, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication API
Reference Guide.
The SHA2 base 64 hashing algorithm is used for the IBAN.

Note

The IBAN information sent in the transaction improves the accuracy of the Adaptive Authentication
Transaction Scoring risk scoring calculation, and is used to contribute to eFN payee lists.

payeeAccountOwnershipType

payeeRoutingCode

payeeAccountNumber

payeeIBAN

convertPayeeClass The payee account information must be sent in the SOAP request in the same format as it is
expected by the Adaptive Authentication implementation. Select the default class provided by Web
Threat Detection listed to the right of the field, or enter the name of the java class you created to
convert the payee account number to the format expected by Adaptive Authentication. See Create
a Java Class to Encrypt RSA Adaptive Authentication Payee Data on page 107.
If, instead of a java class that encrypts payee information to send to Adaptive Authentication , you
use hashing to encrypt the account number, enter the hashing filename here. For SHA2 hashing,
you can select the class provided by Web Threat Detection listed to the right of the field.

6. (Optional.) In the paymentEvent section, enter the IDs of the schema
attributes for the part of the transaction to send as parameters for an
PAYMENT event in the Adaptive Authentication SOAP call.

Parameter Description

payeeAccountBankType For information on RSA Adaptive Authentication facts, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication Back
Office User's Guide.
The SHA2 base 64 hashing algorithm is used for the IBAN.

Note

The IBAN information sent in the transaction improves the accuracy of the Adaptive Authentication
Transaction Scoring risk scoring calculation, and is used to contribute to eFN payee lists.

payeeAccountOwnershipType

payeeRoutingCode

payeeAccountNumber

payeeIBAN

convertPayeeClass The payee account information must be sent in the SOAP request in the same format as it is
expected by the Adaptive Authentication implementation. Select the default class provided by Web
Threat Detection listed to the right of the field, or enter the name of the java class you created to
convert the payee account number to the format expected by Adaptive Authentication. See Create
a Java Class to Encrypt RSA Adaptive Authentication Payee Data on page 107.
If, instead of a java class that encrypts payee information to send to Adaptive Authentication , you
use hashing to encrypt the account number, enter the hashing filename here. For SHA2 hashing,
you can select the class provided by Web Threat Detection listed to the right of the field.

amount For information on RSA Adaptive Authentication facts, see the RSA Adaptive Authentication Back
Office User's Guide.

currency

7. Click Save.
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Create Rules to Send Transactions to RSA Adaptive Authentication
Real time rules are used to trigger the mechanism for sending data extracted from
transactions in SOAP API requests to RSA Adaptive Authentication for Transaction
Scoring.

Rules trigger sending messages to Kafka streaming platform. The Adaptive
Authentication server recognizes the messages marked for Transaction Scoring, and
extracts the event type needed for the Adaptive Authentication SOAP call based on
the action type configured in the rule. All other data required for the SOAP call to
Adaptive Authentication is mapped from the message as configured in the Transaction
Scoring section of Configuration Manager. For more information, see Configure
Adaptive Authentication Transaction Scoring on page 108.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Administration application and create a new rule. For information
on creating rules, see the RSA Web Threat Detection User Guide.

2. In the Trigger Condition field, enter the relevant URL for the rule.

3. In Priority, select High.

4. Select Create Alert.

5. Select Custom Action.

6. In the Action field, enter a string with the following syntax:

AATransactionScoring-<event_type>-<custom_event_type>&flag
where:

l AATransactionScoring indicates that this transaction should be sent as
an Adaptive Authentication SOAP call.

l <event_type> is the Adaptive Authentication event type. See Supported
Adaptive Authentication Event Types on page 111.

l (Optional). <custom_event_type> is a custom event type used when a
clientDefinedEventType is used in your Adaptive Authentication
implementation. This field is mandatory when the event type is
CLIENT_DEFINED.
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7. Save the rule.

Supported Adaptive Authentication Event Types
SOAP transactions sent to RSA Adaptive Authentication must contain an Adaptive
Authentication event type.

The following Adaptive Authentication event types are supported :

l ADD_PAYEE

l EDIT_PAYEE
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l PAYMENT

l CHANGE_EMAIL

l CHANGE_PHONE

l CHANGE_ADDRESS

l CHANGE_LOGIN_ID

l CHANGE_PASSWORD

l CLIENT_DEFINED

l SESSION_SIGNIN
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APPENDIX A

Utility Scripts

The installation package includes several scripts that you may find useful for
configuring and maintaining RSA Web Threat Detection.

To run the utility scripts, install rsa-wtd-field-1.0.0-1.el6.x86_64.rpm,
included in the installation package.

l Cassandra TTL Script........................................................................................ 114
l Logcrypt Script................................................................................................. 114
l Recryptor Script............................................................................................... 115
l MsgDump Script............................................................................................... 116
l pubTransaction Script....................................................................................... 117
l Kafka Consumer Tool........................................................................................ 118
l UserCount Script.............................................................................................. 119
l TrxAndUsersCount Script.................................................................................120
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Cassandra TTL Script
The cassandra_ttl.py script sets when the data in the Cassandra database will expire.

Script Format
./cassandra_ttl.py -p <password> -t <days>
The cassandra username is taken from the configuration file. The script accepts two
mandatory parameters:

-p

Cassandra password.

-t

TTL days

Sample Usage

./cassandra_ttl.py -p <password> -t 100
Updates all data in the keyspace to expire in 100 days.

./cassandra_ttl.py -p <password> -t FOREVER
Updates all data in the keyspace to never expire.

Note

RSA recommends attempting a dryrun (with -d or --dryrun) to ensure that Cassandra
is accessible and to determine the number of rows in each table.

Logcrypt Script
The logcrypt utility encrypts or decrypts log files.

Script Format
logcrypt -f <conf_file> -<action> <directory>
The script accepts the following parameters:

-f <config_file>

The filename of the config file containing the security cetificate and key pair used
for the encryption.

<action>

l e for encrypt

l d for decrypt

<directory>

The directory containing the log files to encrypt or decrypt.

Sample Usage

logcrypt -f logcrypt.conf -d /var/log/silvertail/data/logs/2016

Decrypts the log files in the /var/log/silvertail/data/logs/2016/
directory.
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./logcrypt -f logcrypt.conf -e /var/log/silvertail/data/logs/2016

Encrypts the log files in the /var/log/silvertail/data/logs/2016/
directory, using the encryption type specified in the config file.

Config File
The following is a sample config file:

<build>
  <tls>
   <x509 cert="/<directory>/silvertail.crt"
      key="/<directory>silvertail.key"
      encryptionMethod="AES128-GCM"/>
  </tls>
<logger priority="INFO" />
</build>

The supported encryption methods are RC4 and AES128-GCM.

Recryptor Script
The recryptor.py utility converts log files from RC4 to AES128-GCM encryption.

Script Format
recryptor.py -y <YEAR> [-d LOGPATH][-w WORKERS]
The script accepts the following parameters:

-h

(Optional.) Shows the help message and exits.

-y <YEAR>

The year that indicates the file path to the log files from a specific year. For
example, if the parameter is set to 2015, the script will recrypt the log files from
the /var/opt/silvertail/data/logs/2015/ directory.

-d <LOGPATH>

(Optional.) Overrides the default file path to the log files of the specified in the
year parameter. If not specified, the default is /var/opt/silvertail/data/
logs/.

Note

If the directory is a remotely shared directory, you must have read and write
permissions to the directory.

-w <WORKERS>

(Optional.) The amount number of workers to run in parallel. The default is 1. The
number of workers should be based on the number of CPU cores on the machine.
Note that this is an Input/Output intensive operation and severely impacts
storage speed. If the number of specified workers is greater than the amount of
CPU cores for the machine, the tool will execute one process for every CPU core.

Sample Usage

python recryptor.py -h

Launches the help message.
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python recryptor.py -y 2016 -d tenant_a/var/opt/silvertail/data/logs/ -w 8

Initiates 8 workers, each working on a different hour of the 2016 log files. In this
example, the first worker will work on tenant_a/var/log/silvertail/
data/logs/2016/01-Jan/01/00:00/sb08.

Prerequisites

l Make sure that the logcrypt.conf file to contains the correct paths to the
security certificates and keys before running recryptor.py. By default, the log
file security certificate and key are located in /var/opt/silvertail/certs/
silvertail.crt and /var/opt/silvertail/certs/silvertail.key. By
default, the logcrypt.conf file contains the following:

<build>
  <tls>
   <x509 cert="silvertail.crt"
      key="silvertail.key"
      encryptionMethod="AES128-GCM"/>
  </tls>
<logger priority="INFO" />
</build>

If the security certificate and key are located in another location, edit the
logcrypt.conf file to contain the same paths as configured in the Log
Encryption section of Configuration Manager. For more information, see Set the
Encryption Type for Transaction Log Files on page 25.

MsgDump Script
MsgDump allows you to see transactions on the front and back plex immediately after
SilverTap. MsgDump subscribes to a specified set of topics and dumps out the
messages to stdout, allowing you to observe the messages on the SilverPlex message
bus.

Script Format
msgdump -f <filename>
The script accepts the following parameters:

-f

Config file.

-s

Syslog

-H

Show hash.

-t

Show raw topic name.

-T

Show transaction timestamp.

-n

Show transaction tenant id.
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Sample Usage
Run each of those commands in a separate window to see transactions as they are
pushed through the transaction processing pipeline.

msgdump -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverSurfer-0/SilverSurfer-0.conf

Since SIlverSurfer connects to the frontPlex, the SilverSurfer config file is used
to display the transactions that are received by the frontPlex.

msgdump -f /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/Mitigator-0/Mitigator-0.conf

Since the Mitigator connects to the backPlex, the Mitigator config file is used to
display the transactions that are received by the backPlex.

pubTransaction Script
The pubTransaction utility publishes transactions to SilverPlex to simulate Silvertap or
SilverSurfer functionality. The utility takes a transaction log, and republishes the
transactions to SilverPlex based on the options specified on the command line and in
an accompanying config file.

Script Format
pubtransaction
The script accepts the following parameters:

-h

(Optional.) Shows the help message and exits.

-y <conf file>

A universal conf file. The default is ./pubtransaction.conf.

-t <topic prefix>

Topic prefix. The default is txn.

-s

Log to syslog. The default is stderr.

-t <timeout_seconds>

Timeout for publishing in seconds. The default is 5.

p <microsecs>

Period for publishing messages. Use 0 for as fast as possible. The default is 0.

-n <messages>

Number of messages to publish, Use 0 for all of the messages in the file. User -1
to loop continuously. The default is 0.

Sample Usage
/pubtransaction -f pubtransaction.conf /var/opt/silvertail/
data/logs/<path to log.gz> -p 10000 -n 50
Sends 50 transactions from the pubtransaction.conf file to the log file in /var/opt/
silvertail/data/logs/<path to log.gz> in 0.1 seconds.

Prerequisites
The pubtransaction utility takes the transactions from a log file. If you are creating a
log file from scratch, or editing an existing log file, ensure that the last row of the
transaction contains a trailing tab. The last row only contains 2 fields, but the
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pubtransaction utility expects 3 fields. The tab is needed to separate the second value
(STTX) from the 3rd empty value.

The pubtransaction utility uses a config file to retrieve the information necessary to
communicate with the message bus. In general, you can use the config file for the
service that you are using to publish to the bus on your system. For example, to
publish transactions to the front plex, use the following silvertap config
file: /var/opt/silvertail/etc/conf.d/SilverTap-host/SilverTap-
host.conf.

The following is a sample config file. Edit the file with the correct values for the
following items in your environment:

l paths to the security certificates

l server IPs

l server ports

l logger hostname

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<silvertail>
       <admin
                suffix=".log.gz"
                 />
        <stms numBusShards="2">
               <subscribers numBusShards="2">
                   <subscriber name="farrah" shards="0,1"/>
                  </subscribers>

              <channel
                      serverPort="localhost:24000"
                       />
               <tls>
                     <x509
                             cert="cert/server2048.crt"
                             key="cert/server2048.key"
                             />
                     <tlsTrusted>
                             <x509
                             cert="cert/server2048.crt"
                             />
                    </tlsTrusted>
              </tls>
       </stms>
       <schema>
              <attribute
                     _SUBTYPE="atomic.ordinary"
                     id="ip"
                     type="CLIENTINFO"
                     name="_st_ip"
                     />
       </schema>
       <logger
               priority="INFO"
               />
</silvertail>

Kafka Consumer Tool
The kafkaConsumerTool.sh script extracts messages from the Kafka server.

The kafkaConsumerTool.sh script is located in the /var/opt/silvertail/
bin/ directory. The script can read both encrypted and unencrypted messages.
Script output is sent to the shell console. Run the script as the rsawtd user.
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Script Format
./kafkaConsumerTool.sh [-t TransactionQueue] [-w ConfPath]
The script accepts parameters for the Kafka topic and for the path to the
configuration file. In a single tenant environment, the parameters are optional and can
be run without any parameters, using the default values. The script accepts the
following parameters :

-t

The Kafka topic name. The default value is "TransactionQueue".

-w

The path of the configuration file. The default value is var/opt/
silvertail/etc/conf.d/Mitigator-0/Mitigator-0.conf.

Sample Usage

./ kafkaConsumerTool.sh
Reads the TransactionQueue message and sends the output to the shell console.

Additional Configuration Changes for the Kafka Consumer Script

l In a multi-tenant deployment or a single tenant deployment where the default
configurations are not used, the configuration file must contain sections for TLS
and kafkaConfiguration.

l Configure the syslog to listen to port 514 to view the errors in message log:

1. Stop the syslog service.
2. Edit the /etc/rsyslog.conf file. Remove the comment tags from the

following lines:

# Provides UDP syslog reception
$ModLoad imudp
$UDPServerRun 514

3. Restart the syslog service.

UserCount Script
The userCount script uses the userIndex.gz reports generated by the
ReportGenerator to count the number of unique users to access the website in a given
year.

The script counts all unique users, whether the user is registered and logged in or the
user is not a recognized registered user.

Script Format
userCount.py <-y YEAR>
The script accepts the following parameters:

-h

(Optional.) Shows the help message and exits.

-y <year>

The year that indicates the file path to the report files from a specific year. For
example, if the parameter is set to 2015, the script will calculate the number of
unique users from transactions in the /var/opt/silvertail/data/
reports/2015/ directory.
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Sample Usage
python userCount.py -y 2017 Returns the number of unique users in 2017.

TrxAndUsersCount Script
The TrxAndUsersCount script uses the userIndex.gz and tenantReport.json
reports generated by the ReportGenerator to count the number of transactions and
users per tenant per month.

The script counts all unique users, whether the user is registered and logged in or the
user is not a recognized registered user. The script can be run on multi-tenant and
single tenant installations. The output is written to a csv file, and can be used by
Technical Service Providers for billing purposes.

The output csv file is saved in the /tmp directory. The file is named using the
following convention: output_<year>_m_<month>.csv, based on the year and
month used in the arguments when the script was called. For example,
output_2017_m_06-07_2015_m_06-07.csv.

Script Format
TrxAndUsersCount.py <input_filepath> <year:month_range>
The script accepts the following parameters:

-h

(Optional.) Shows the help message and exits.

<input_filepath>

File path to the reports. This path should contain the global folder and folders for
each tenant.

<year:month>

The year and month for analysis by the script.

The month can be a single month or a range of months. For example, both of the
following are acceptable:

l 2016:04
l 2015: 05-09
The script accepts multiple instances of this parameter, allowing a single report to
include several months or ranges of months. For example,
TrxAndUsersCount.py /var/opt/silvertail/shared_folder/
reports/ 2015:06 2016:10-12 2017:01-12

Sample Usage
python TrxAndUsersCount.py /var/opt/silvertail/shared_folder/
reports/ 2016:10-12 Returns the number of transactions and unique users per
tenant per month in the months of October through December of 2016.
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APPENDIX B

Configuration Manager Glossary of Terms

Important terms and concepts of Configuration Manager are described below.

Base Configuration

The common, default settings that affect the installation.

Host

A host, as a configuration entity, corresponds to a real or virtual server with a
specific network name. The host is configured by assigning it a machine class.
The host configuration includes:

l A unique name, which is the hostname of the server, or the fully-qualified
domain name in the case where multiple subnets are involved.

l An optional nickname, which is the logical name of the host, regardless of its
network name. The nickname must be unique at the site.

l A machine class, specified by name.

l An optional overlay containing settings specific to the host.

Overlay

An overlay is a set of configuration settings that override some subset of the base
configuration, or of another overlay. An overlay contains:

l A unique name which is referenced in various places in the configuration.

l A sequence of zero or more overlays, referenced by name, that form the base
configuration for this overlay.

l A set of zero or more configuration settings that override the base settings.

Machine Class

A machine class defines the services that will run on a particular set of hosts. The
machine class definition consists of:

l A unique name which is referenced by the host configuration.

l A service group, referenced by name.

l An optional overlay containing settings specific to the machine class.

Service

A service is an instance of a service class that runs on a specific host with a
unique service ID.

Service Class

A service class is a program and its configuration, specified as an overlay, and the
settings that allow Configuration Manage administration. If no overlay is specified,
the default is used. The shard must be unique per host. For example, if you have
multiple SilverTap programs running on one physical host, each Tap instance
needs a unique shard.
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Service Group

Service groups are used to organize service classes that share configuration
overlays, or which will be deployed together in a machine class. A service group
contains:

l A unique name which is referenced by other service groups and by machine
classes.

l A set of zero or more service classes.

l A sequence of zero or more "child" service groups.

l An optional overlay containing settings specific to the service group.

Site

A site consists of a collection of hosts on which Web Threat Detection is installed.

Site Class

A site class is a set of service classes, service groups, and machine classes. Web
Threat Detection contains an initial site class configuration that contains the
building blocks for configuring your site.

Configuration Manager Glossary of Terms
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